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Connections. Major Professors: Amit Varma, Mark Bowman. 
 
 
Bolted connection failures have been observed in building fires and large-scale 
structural fire tests. Limited information is available on plate bearing behavior at elevated 
temperatures. The failure mode of a shear-tab connection could change from plate 
bearing failure to bolt shear failure between 400 (degree Celsius) °C to 600°C. 
Component-based models have been used to predict the behavior of bolted connections. 
Earlier researchers have developed simple mathematical models to represent the force-
displacement relationships of bolt shear and plate bearing components of bolted 
connections. However, these models need to be verified experimentally for US building 
construction and materials. Therefore, eleven single-bolted lap joint specimens were 
tested in this research to achieve two objectives. Four specimens were tested to evaluate 
bolt shear behavior at 400°C and 600°C. Seven specimens were tested to evaluate plate 
bearing behavior at 400°C and 600°C. Finite element analysis (FEA) models of single-
bolted lap joints were developed and benchmarked using experimental data. Additionally, 
twenty eight FEA models were analyzed to evaluate the effect of parameters such as edge 
distance and plate thickness on the behavior of single-bolted lap joints at elevated 
temperatures. The experimental and analytical results were used to adjust the force-
displacement relationship developed by earlier researchers. Overall, the study will help 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Steel is widely used as a construction material in commercial and residential buildings 
due to its numerous advantages, such as low strength-to-weight ratio, high ductility and 
ease of construction. A building fire event is one of the most severe hazards for steel 
structures. Material properties degrade as temperature increases, reducing the strength 
and stiffness. The degradation of material properties and fire-induced forces due to large 
deformation in a fire event present very complicated structural behavior. Connections are 
critical to maintain the integrity and stability of a building. Bolted connection failures 
have been observed in real building fires and large-scale tests, such as the partial collapse 
of World Trade Center Building 5 (WTC5) and full-scale fire tests of an eight-story steel 
building at Cardington. These failures highlighted that the behavior of steel connections 
at elevated temperatures is not well understood. More allowances for use of performance-
based fire design in building codes has increased use of computer-based modeling 
methodologies. These modeling methodologies require temperature-dependent material 
property of steel. However, there are limited data on the behavior of bolt shear and plate 
bearing at elevated temperatures. The research presented in this thesis examines the 
behavior of steel plates and high strength bolts at elevated temperatures. 
 
1.1 Bolted Connections 
Bolted connections are widely used in steel buildings, such as shear tab 
connections. High strength bolts, ASTM Grade A325 (A325) and ASTM Grade A490 
(A490) bolts, are most common bolts used in the bolted connections. At ambient 
2 
 
temperature, bolted connections are mainly subjected to shear force. However, the 
behavior of bolted connections can be more complex due to the degradation of material 
properties and fire-induced forces from the composite beam. During the initial stage of 
fire, large expansion of the steel beam could cause substantial compressive forces in the 
connections. As the deflection of the beam keeps increasing, the catenary effect on the 
beam could cause substantial tensile forces on the connection. On the other hand, the 
reduction in the material strength of the bolts with temperature is faster than that of 
conventional steel. So connections that were designed for plate bearing failure at ambient 
temperature could be controlled by bolt shear failure at elevated temperatures. 
Mathematical models have been developed by other researchers to predict the 
failure mode of shear-tab (fin-plate) connections. Sarraj (2007) proposed a component-
based spring model to predict failure modes of shear tab connections at elevated 
temperatures. A connection can be modeled by a set of springs which represent each 
component, such as bolt shear and plate bearing. Sarraj’s bolt shear component model 
was experimentally verified by Yu (2009). The tests for validating the model were 
designed according to British standards. Bolt shear failure occurred in all Yu’s specimens, 
so the peak and post-peak behavior of plate bearing were not validated. Agarwal (2011) 
verified Sarraj’s spring model against detailed finite element models for connections. 
Very limited experimental work is done to evaluate plate bearing behavior at elevated 
temperatures. In order to experimentally verify Sarraj’s component models for US 
building construction and materials, a series of high temperature bolt shear and plate 
bearing tests were conducted as part of this research. 
 
1.2 Bolt Shear 
Shear strength of bolts varies with temperature. A325 bolts are produced with 
tempering temperature of 427°C to reach required strength level, as per ASTM standard 
A325-04b. Therefore when the temperature of an A325 bolt exceeds 400°C, its strength 
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degrades fast. Shear retention factors are defined as the shear strength of the bolt at each 
elevated temperature level divided by its shear strength at ambient temperature.  
Shear retention factors for A325 and Grade 8.8 bolts were determined by previous 
researchers. Eurocode 3 (EC3) (CEN, 2005) also published bolt shear retention factors. 
Additionally, the American Institute of Steel Construction 360-16 Specification (2016) 
(AISC 360-16) provides bolt shear retention factors. The retention factors from the AISC 
360-16 Specification (2016) were developed by the AISC committee by reviewing. There 
is a large variation in the retention factors at temperature range from 400°C to 600°C. It 
is important to note that most researchers measured the temperature on the surface of the 
bolt head and nut, and assumed that the temperature through the bolt would be uniform 
after 15 minutes of heating at constant temperature. This assumption was also evaluated 
in this research program. 
 
1.3 Plate Bearing 
The AISC 360-10 Specification provides two equations for plate bearing design: 
(1) For end tear-out failure mode and (2) For bolt hole elongation. The expressions at the 
left and right side of Equation J3-6a in the Specification estimate the design strength of 
these two failure modes. It is shown in Equation 1.1. 
1.2 ≤ 2.4 
Where lc = clear edge distance; t = plate thickness; Fu = tensile strength of steel; 
and d = bolt hole diameter. 
1.1 
When deformation at the bolt hole at service load is not a design consideration, 
Equation J3-6b is recommended by the Specification. It is shown below in Equation 1.2.	 
1.5 ≤ 3.0 1.2 
The equation for end tear-out failure mode comes from a theoretical bearing 
failure mechanism as shown in Figure 1.1 (a). The actual shear deformation paths are 
longer than the theoretical ones. They can be parallel to the theoretical ones shown as red 
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dashed lines or can flare out shown as blue dashed lines as shown in Figure 1.1 (b). The 
longer shear deformation paths cause Equation 1.1 to be conservative. The behavior of 
bolted connections at elevated temperatures is more complicated than that at ambient 
temperature. At elevated temperatures, the flare angle is more obvious and the strength 




Figure 1.1: Failure path of tear-out failure mode: (a) theoretical failure paths and (b) 
actual failure paths 
 
1.4 Research Objectives and Scope 
The main objectives of this research study are: 
• To study experimentally the shear behavior of 3/4 inch diameter A325 
steel bolts at 400°C and 600°C 
• To study experimentally the effect of critical parameters on bearing 
behavior of ASTM Grade A36 (A36) steel plates at 400°C and 600°C. The 
parameters include plate thickness and diameter of the bolt 
• To verify Sarraj’s component-based models for bolt shear and plate 
bearing behavior based on experimental data and finite element analysis 
(FEA) techniques; to improve the models if necessary 
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• To study the effect of other parameters on the behavior of a single bolted 
connection at elevated temperatures 
Chapter 2 presents the review of existing literature on the topic. Relevant 
experimental research on bolt shear and plate bearing behavior at ambient and elevated 
temperatures is reviewed. Research work related to Sarraj’s component-based models is 
reviewed. 
Chapter 3 introduces the experimental program for this research. This chapter 
includes the design of the test setup, the loading system, the design of specimens, 
materials, fabrication, instrumentation and testing procedures. 
Chapter 4 presents experimental results for a bolt thermal test, bolt shear tests and 
plate bearing tests at 400°C and 600°C.  
Chapter 5 presents the finite element analysis (FEA) modeling study of a single-
bolted connection using ABAQUS. It also presents comparisons between experimental 
and analytical results for bolt shear tests. 
Chapter 6 provides a discussion and comparison between experimental and 
analytical results for plate bearing tests. Experimental results from Hirashima’s double-
splice joint tests (2014) are used for further benchmarking. 
Chapter 7 provides a comparison between analytical results from Chapter 6 and 
Sarraj’s component-based models (Sarraj, 2007). Load versus plate bearing deformation 
and load versus bolt shear deformation relationships are obtained from the benchmarked 
analytical results and compared with component-based models developed to capture the 
load-displacement relationship of shear-tab connections (Sarraj 2007, Agarwal 2011). 
New curve-fitting parameters for the component-based model for plate bearing for 400°C 
and 600°C are proposed to fit the data better particularly at 400°C and 600°C. 
Chapter 8 presents a parametric study to evaluate effects of plate thickness, edge 
distance, diameter of the bolt, and loading angle on the behavior of a single bolted lap 
joint at 400°C and 600°C. FE models with other temperatures were also processed and 
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results were used to compare with the component-based model for plate bearing. New 
curve-fitting parameters at different temperatures are proposed to improve Sarraj’s plate 
bearing component model. 
Chapter 9 includes the conclusions of the research which can help practitioners 
























CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter summarizes relevant previous work on bolt shear and plate bearing behavior 
at elevated temperature, as well as previous work on the development and verification of 
component-based models for bolted connections. The chapter is subdivided into the 
following sections: 
• Section 2.1 describes previous research on bolt shear behavior at elevated 
temperatures. 
• Section 2.2 discusses observations and conclusions from research on plate bearing 
behavior at ambient temperature and elevated temperature. 
• Section 2.3 introduces previous research on development and verifications of 
component-based models and relevant research. 
 
2.1 Previous Research on Bolt Shear at Elevated Temperatures 
2.1.1 Kirby (1995) 
Part of Kirby’s research was to investigate shear strength of Grade 8.8 bolts at 
elevated temperatures. Double shear tests on M20 bolts were conducted at temperatures 
up to 800°C. Three situations were considered: the two shear planes excluding threads; 
one of the shear planes excluding threads and the other one including threads; and the 
two shear planes both including threads. A marked loss for the bolt shear strength was 
observed between 300°C and 700°C. 
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2.1.2 Yu (2006) 
Part of this research was to investigate bolt shear strength at elevated temperatures. 
Double shear tests were performed on A325 and A490 bolts. These tests were performed 
from ambient temperature to 800°C at 100°C increments. Figure 2.1 shows one of the 
specimens and the displacement measurement system. A digital video camera was used 
to measure bolt shear displacement. The measured displacement included plate bearing 
deformation as well. The bolts had a diameter of 22mm and a length of 190mm. The 
results showed that the shear capacity of A325 bolts increased at 200°C compared with 
that at ambient temperature. The load capacity and stiffness dropped markedly at 400°C 
and above. It was concluded that 300°C was the key temperature for change of bolt shear 
capacity.  
 
Figure 2.1: Example of specimens and displacement measurement system (Yu, 
2006) 
 
2.1.3 Kodur (2011) 
Kodur tested A325 and A490 bolts in single shear at ambient temperature and 
from 200°C to 800°C at 100°C increments.  The way that the bolt shear displacement was 
measured was not specified. The bolts had a diameter of 22mm and a length of 150mm. 
Figure 2.2 shows the 57mm thick anchorage plate used in the bolt shear tests. No loss of 
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shear strength was observed till 300°C. The shear strength reduced for temperature 
greater than 400°C. The rate of strength loss reduced from 700°C to 800°C. It was found 
that the strength and stiffness properties of bolts were more temperature sensitive than 
conventional steel. 
 
Figure 2.2: Anchorage plate for bolt shear tests (Kodur, 2011) 
 
2.2 Previous Research on Plate Bearing 
2.2.1 Rex (2003) 
The purpose of this research program was to develop an analytical method to 
approximate the load-deformation behavior of a single bolt bearing on a single plate at 
ambient temperature. Figure 2.3 shows the drawing of one of the specimens and the way 
the plate bearing deformation was measured. Forty eight tests were conducted. 
Parameters studied included the end distance (Le), plate thickness (tp), bolt diameter (db), 
edge condition (sheared or sawed), and plate width. Four types of failures were observed 
in the 48 tests: bearing, tear-out, splitting and curling. They were plate bearing, end tear-
out, end splitting and plate curling. Plate width was found out to not have a significant 
effect on the load-deformation behavior. It was concluded that the equations given in 
Load and Resistance Factor Design: Manual of Steel Construction 1993 (AISC LRFD-93) 
best represented the experimental strength values. A finite element analysis was 
conducted and a model was developed to estimate the initial stiffness. Existing models to 
estimate the plate strength in bearing were studied, and a method was developed based on 
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Richard’s equation (Richard and Elsalti, 1991) for normalizing the experimental load-









Where F = plate load; Fb,rd = nominal plate bearing strength; 	̅ =  !"/,; ∆ = hole 
elongation; β = steel correction factor = 30%; Ki is the bearing stiffness of the plate which 
consists of three components: 
Bearing stiffness: Kbr = Ω t Fy (d/25.4)0.8 2.1 
Bending stiffness: Kb = 32 E t (e2 / db – 0.5)3 2.2 
Shearing stiffness: Kv = 6.67 G t (e2 / db – 0.5) 2.3 
 
Where db = bolt diameter; t = plate thickness; e2 = vertical edge distance; E = elastic modulus; G 












Figure 2.3: Example of test specimens and displacement instrumentation (Rex, 2003) 
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2.2.2 Yu (2006) 
Part of this research was to study single-bolted connections at elevated 
temperatures. Lap joint specimens were tested at ambient temperature, 100°C, 200°C, 
300°C, 400°C, 500°C, 600°C, 700°C and 800°C. Figure 2.4 shows one of the specimens 
and how connection deformation was measured (Y1 - Y0 was the connection deformation). 
The steel plates were all ASTM Grade 50 steel and 9.5mm thick. Coupon tests for the 
steel at different temperatures were conducted. The A325 bolt used was 22mm diameter 
and 76mm length. The bolt was snug tightened and installed in a standard hole. Two 
groups of specimens with different end distance, 1.0db and 1.5db, were tested.  The 
specimens with 1.0db end distance failed in bearing at all the temperatures except 700°C. 
The failure mode of specimens with 1.5db changed from a bearing failure to bolt shear 
failure at 300°C. The ratio of tested bearing strength to ultimate strength at different 
temperatures was plotted in Figure 2.5 and 2.6. It was found that the practical failure path 
was longer than the theoretical one. The bearing failure paths had a flare angle when steel 
was in its brittle temperature range, 200°F to 600°F. The flare angle also increased the 
failure path. It was concluded that Equation J3-6a and J3-6b from the AISC 360-10 
Specification were conservative but acceptable to be used to determine bearing strength at 
elevated temperatures with the ultimate strength of steel at the same temperature. 
 











































































2.2.3 Hirashima (2014) 
Hirashima tested 16 specimens of bolted double-splice friction joints at ambient 
temperature, 400°C, 500°C and 700°C to study bolt shear and plate bearing behavior at 
elevated temperatures. Hirashima also conducted coupon tests at different temperature 
levels on the plates and bolts that were used in this series of tests. Grade SN490B plates 
as per Japanese Industrial Standards-Ferrous Materials and Metallurgy Division 3136 
(JIS G 3136) were used and they are similar to ASTM A36 plates in the US. High 
Strength Friction Grip Grade F10T (HSFG-F10T) bolts as per Japanese Industrial 
Standards-Mechanical Engineering Division 1186 (JIS B 1186) were used, and they are 
similar to A490 bolts in the US.  
Plate thickness, vertical end distance, pretension of the bolt and temperatures are 
the four parameters that were studied experimentally in this research. Figure 2.7 shows 
the drawing of one of the specimens and the displacement measurement; the test 
specimen is shown in a black rectangular shape. The test specimen consisted of two main 
plates, two splice plates and two high strength bolts.  It was found that the reduction in 
the material strength of the bolts with temperature was faster than that of steel plates. The 
failure mode of the joint changed from tear-out failure of the main plate to bolt shear 
failure between 400°C and 500°C. It was found that plate thickness influenced the overall 
ductility of the joint. The deformation due to plate bearing could happen on both sides of 
the main plate, and the ductility of the whole specimen increased. The end distance 
influenced the tensile resistance of the specimen more at ambient temperature than high 
temperature due to the change of failure mode. Pretension of the bolts gave the load-
deformation curve a secondary slope after the slip during the test, but it did not affect the 
tensile resistance. The influence of pretension of bolts disappeared at elevated 
temperatures.  
The test results were compared with FEA results and component-based models 
for some of the specimens. The main plates, splice plates and bolts were modeled with 
solid elements. Measured stress-strain curves from the coupon tests were used. 
Interaction between the plates and bolts were defined as “hard contact” using kinematic 
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contact method. The component-based model for bolt shear behavior agreed well with the 
test results with bolt shear failure. The stiffness predicted by the component-based model 
for plate bearing was slightly lower than the test data. A modified component-based 
model was created to have better agreement with the test data better. FEA models were 




Figure 2.7: Typical schematic of specimen for Hirashima’s tests (Hirashima, Esaki & 
Ando, 2014) 
 
2.3 Sarraj’s Spring Model and Relevant Research 
2.3.1 Sarraj (2007) 
A simple computational connection spring model was proposed for use in the 
design of shear-tab connections at elevated temperatures.  A shear-tab connection can be 
modeled by a set of spring elements. Each spring element represents an individual 
component of a connection (i.e., bolt shear and plate bearing) at different temperatures. 
Main Plate Main Plate 
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Each component was investigated via intense finite element parametric studies. The 
effect of parameters such as bolt diameter, plate thickness and vertical end distance on 
the plate bearing behavior was studied. These spring models provide temperature-
dependent force-displacement relationships for bolt shear and plate bearing. The 
component model for bolt shear was created based on Ramberg-Osgood’s equation 
(Ramberg & Osgood, 1943). The component model for plate bearing was created based 
on Richard’s equation (Richard & Elsalti, 1991). The proposed component models were 
appropriate for solving all the loading conditions of shear tab connections and they could 
reasonably predict connection failure modes. These component models for bolt shear and 
plate bearing were reproduced in Appendix C. 
 
2.3.3 Yu (2009) 
An experimental investigation was conducted on the behavior of shear-tab 
connections at elevated temperatures in Universities of Sheffield and Manchester. The 
specimens were designed based on UK design recommendations from The Steel 
Construction Institute and the British Constructional Steelwork Association Limited 
(2002). Figure 2.8 shows the geometry of one of the test specimens. The connections 
were subjected to shear force and tensile force in this test program. Twelve specimens 
with a single column of bolts and two specimens with two columns of bolts were tested at 
ambient temperature, 450°C, 550°C and 650°C. Plates were S275 steel which has 
minimum yield strength of 36ksi. Grade 8.8 M20 bolts were used in the tests. All the test 
specimens with one column of bolts were controlled by bolt shear. At ambient 
temperature, the failure was brittle and there was visible plate bearing deformation before 
the shear failure of the bolts. Out-of-plane bending of the shear-tab was observed. At 
elevated temperatures, the bolts were gradually sheared and there was no visible plate 
bearing deformation.  
The results of the specimens with two columns of bolts were very similar to that 
of specimens with single column of bolts, but the maximum resistances of the specimens 
with two columns of bolts were almost doubled. The test results indicated that connection 
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failure was usually controlled by bolt shear rather than plate bearing. A plot of strength 
reduction factor for bolts and conventional steel against temperature from EC3 (CEN, 
2005) is shown in Figure 2.9. A component-based model was produced using Sarraj’s 
spring models. It reasonably predicted the connection behavior when the failure criterion 
was controlled by bolts in shear. The shear component of Sarraj’s spring model was 
experimentally verified in this research program. 
 
 






Figure 2.9: Strength reduction factors of bolts and conventional steel from EC3 (CEN, 
2005) 
 
2.3.2 Agarwal (2011) 
Part of Agarwal’s study was to develop a macro-model for a shear-tab connection 
using Sarraj’s spring models and validate the macro-model against a more detailed finite 
element model. The post-peak regions of both Sarraj’s bolt shear component model and 
plate bearing component model were modified by Agarwal. The load versus shear (or 
plate bearing) deformation behavior follows Sarraj’s equation until maximum shear force 
(or bearing force) is reached. After that, the shear force (or bearing force) maintains at the 
maximum level until the shear (or plate bearing) deformation equals to half diameter of 
the bolt. Then the load linearly decreases so that it reaches zero when the shear 
deformation (or plate bearing) equals to one diameter of the bolt. A detailed drawing and 
schematic diagram of the connection model are shown in Figure 2.10. A 6.4mm thick 
ASTM Grade 50 plate and two 19mm diameter A325 bolts were used to support a 
W12x19 beam. Two connection models were simulated at ambient temperature and 




























macro-models using Sarraj’s spring models can predict the behavior of a connection with 
reasonable accuracy until the connection reaches its maximum load capacity.  
 
Figure 2.10: Detailed drawing and schematic diagram for Agarwal’s connection model 
(Agarwal, 2011) 
 
2.4 Summary of Literature Review 
This chapter presented previous experimental and analytical work on bolt shear 
behavior and plate bearing behavior under elevated temperatures, as well as prior work 
on the development and verification of component-based models for bolted connections. 
The failure mode of shear-tab connections could change from plate bearing failure to bolt 
shear failure as temperature increases. Additional experimental results are needed to 
confirm shear retention factors for A325 bolts from 400°C to 600°C. Additional 
experimental research is needed to verify Sarraj’s component models for bolt shear and 





CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR BOLTED CONNECTION TESTS 
This chapter presents the experimental program for bolted connection tests. A bolt 
thermal test was conducted to investigate the common assumption made by previous 
researchers when conducting bolt shear tests at elevated temperatures. Four single-bolted 
lap joint specimens were tested to evaluate shear behavior of A325 bolts under ambient 
temperature, 400°C and 600°C. Seven single-bolted lap joint specimens were tested to 
evaluate bearing behavior of A36 steel plates at 400°C and 600°C. This chapter is 
subdivided into the following sections: 
• Section 3.1 describes the design of the testing frame. 
• Section 3.2 presents the preparation of specimens for the three types of tests. 
• Section 3.3 introduces the heating equipment in the high temperature test system. 
• Section 3.4 discusses the sensors and instrumentation layout for the experimental 
tests. 
• Section 3.5 describes the testing procedures for the ambient tests and high 
temperature tests. 
 
3.1 Design of Testing Frame 
A high capacity testing frame was designed based on the expected failure loads of 
single-bolted lap joint specimens in this research project, and specimens in future 
research projects such as two-bolted lap joint specimens. The testing frame was designed 
to apply tensile force to the specimens. The setup included two steel beams post-
tensioned to the laboratory floor. The beams were connected by post-tensioning rods, two 
hydraulic rams and the test specimen. Figure 3.1 shows the drawing of the test frame. 
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Because of an effort to use existing materials in the Bowen Laboratory, each beam was 
constructed as a box-section made of two MC18x58 sections and two 19mm (0.75in) 
thick steel plates. One beam was post-tensioned to the concrete strong floor with two 
32mm (1.25in) rods. The post-tensioning process was to prevent movement of the bottom 
beam. The other beam was kept in the air as shown in Figure 3.1. It was restrained 
between nuts and washers to be allowed to move up and down for several inches. The 
setup also included two 20-ton RCH206 hydraulic rams which were placed between the 
two beams. Each end of the specimen was bolted to either the upper or bottom beam 
through a tee-section structure. The prying action effects were considered in the design of 
beam-to-tee structure connections. Figure 3.2 shows the bracing system designed to 
prevent sideway tipping of the upper beam. The bracing system included four “columns”. 
A W8X21 section was welded to a 38mm (1.5in) thick plate, which was post-tensioned to 

























3.2 Preparation of Specimens 
All bolts were purchased from Fastenal with material test reports. All steel plates 
were purchased from Purdue Central Machine Shop with material test reports. All the 
plates were fabricated in Bowen Laboratory. Three types of tests were conducted in this 
experimental program: bolt thermal tests, bolt shear tests and plate bearing tests.  
 
3.2.1 Bolt Thermal Test 
Figure 3.3 shows schematic drawing of the specimen. The intention for the layout 
shown in Figure 3.3 was to conduct double bolt shear tests. However it was changed to 
single bolt shear tests in the bolt shear tests which are introduced in Section 3.2.2, 
because it was very difficult to distinguish between plate bearing deformation and bolt 
shear deformation in a double bolt shear test. The intention of this test was to investigate 
the common assumption made by previous researchers when conducting bolt shear tests 
at elevated temperatures. Previous researchers only measured temperatures on the surface 
of the bolt head and nut. Then they assume that the temperature along the bolt becomes 
uniform after 15 minutes heating with constant temperature measured on the surfaces of 
the bolt head and nut. No load was applied in this test. 
 
Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of thermal test specimen: (a) front view and (b) side view 
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3.2.2 Bolt Shear Tests 
Single-bolted lap splice joints were used to examine the bolt shear behavior of 
A325 bolts at ambient temperature and elevated temperatures. The design and 
calculations for the specimens are shown in Appendix A. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic 
drawing of a typical specimen. Each bolt shear test specimen consisted of one 19mm 
(0.75in) diameter bolt and two 12.7mm (0.5in) thick A36 plates with 50.8mm (2in) end 
distances. The length of bolts was 50.8mm (2in). The washers are ASTM F436 and the 
nuts are ASTM A563 Grade DH. In all tests, the bolts were snug-tight. Threads of the 
bolt were included on the shear plane in each test. The shear strength of the bolt was 
calculated using Equation J4-4 in the AISC 360-10 Specification and it equals to 134kN. 
The specimens were designed for bolt shear to be the governing failure mode. Four tests 
were conducted: two at the ambient temperature, one at 400°C and another at 600°C. 
Table 3.1 gives the basic geometry, mechanical, and chemistry information of the A325 
bolts that were tested. 
 






















979-986 94-96 19 51 35 
Chemical Composition (% by weight) 
C Mn P S Si Cu Ni Cr Mo Al B V 
35 79 21 8 24 N/A N/A N/A N/A 27 19 N/A 
 
 
3.2.3 Plate Bearing Tests 
Single-bolted lap splice joints were used to investigate the plate bearing failure 
mode of shear-tab connections at ambient and elevated temperatures. The design and 
calculation of the specimens are shown in Appendix B. The effect of bolt diameter and 
plate thickness on the load-displacement relationships at 400°C and 600°C was examined 
experimentally. Table 3.2 shows the test matrix for these tests. The plates in all the 
specimens were designed to have the minimum edge distance according to the 
requirement in the AISC 360-10 Specification. The bolt holes in all the specimens were 
standard holes according to the requirement in the AISC 360-10 Specification. The steel 
plates were all A36. The plate width was designed to be 114mm (4.5in). The yield 
strength and tensile strength of the plates were provided by material reports. The washers 
were ASTM F436 and the nuts were ASTM A563 Grade DH. The bolt in all the tests was 
snug-tight only and the washer was installed on the side of the nut. The estimated plate 
bearing strength and bolt shear strength of the specimens were calculated using Equation 
J3-6b and J4-4 in the AISC 360-10 Specification, respectively. Tensile strength of A36 
steel plate with NIST reduction factors at elevated temperature was used (Luecke, 
Banovic & Metallurgy Division, Material Measurement Laboratory, 2011). Bolt shear 
retention factors at elevated temperature from AISC were used. Table 3.2 summarizes the 
estimated plate bearing strength, bolt shear strength and expected failure mode of each 
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specimen. The specimens were designed for plate bearing to be the governing failure 
mode. Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 give the geometry, mechanical, and chemistry information 
of three types of A325 bolts that were tested in the plate bearing tests respectively. Table 
3.6 summarizes the thickness and mechanical properties of plates used in the tests. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of a typical plate bearing test specimen: (a) front view and 









Table 3.2: Summary of estimated plate bearing and bolt shear strength and 
expected failure mode of each plate bearing test specimen 






Specimen 57.8 113.8 Plate Bearing 
1 50.8 85.3 Plate Bearing 
2 25.2 31.3 Plate Bearing 
3 56.2 116.3 Plate Bearing 
4 27.9 42.7 Plate Bearing 
5 84.6 85.3 Plate Bearing 
6 47.0 31.3 Bolt Shear 
 





















Specimen 19        6.4 114 25.4 265 401 Ambient 
1 19        6.4 114 25.4 265 401 400 
2 19        6.4 114 25.4 265 401 600 
3 22        6.4 114 28.6 265 401 400 
4 22        6.4 114 28.6 265 401 600 
5 19        9.5 114 25.4 296 446 400 









Table 3.4: Geometry, mechanical, and chemistry information of A325 bolts for plate 


















979-986 93-94    19 44 35 
Chemical Composition (% by weight) 
C Mn P S Si Cu Ni Cr Mo Al B V 
35 78 18 7 21 N/A N/A N/A N/A 28 13 N/A 
 
Table 3.5: Geometry, mechanical, and chemistry information of A325 bolts for plate 


















986-1000 91-93 22 44 38 
Chemical Composition (% by weight) 
C Mn P S Si Cu Ni Cr Mo Al B V 
33 81 15 5 23 N/A N/A N/A N/A 29 12 N/A 
 
Table 3.6: Geometry, mechanical, and chemistry information of A325 bolts for plate 


















979-986 25-34    19 51 35 
Chemical Composition (% by weight) 
C Mn P S Si Cu Ni Cr Mo Al B V 

















Plate Bearing Tests 6.4 265 401 
Plate Bearing Tests 9.5 296 446 
 
 
3.3 High Temperature Test System 
Two 305mm by 305mm (12in by 12in) ceramic heaters with a maximum 
temperature of 1200°C were used to heat the bolt head side and the other side of each bolt 
shear and plate bearing specimen. The maximum heating rate of the heaters was 15°C per 
minute. Masonry insulation board and fiberglass insulation were used to protect the 
loading frame and the displacement sensors. Each test was conducted at constant 
temperatures so the rate of heating is not a factor in these tests. 
 
3.4 Instrumentation 
Four types of instruments were used in this research project: pressure transducers, 
thermocouples and string potentiometers and displacement transducers. Two pressure 
transducers with a capacity of 69MPa (10,000psi) on each of them were used to measure 
the applied tensile force to all specimens in loading tests by the two hydraulic rams. 
String potentiometers (SP) and displacement transducers (DT) were used as 
displacement sensors. Their gage lengths were 127mm (5in) and 89mm (3.5in) 
respectively. String potentiometers and pressure transducers were calibrated by their 
manufacturers and displacement transducers were calibrated at Bowen Laboratory using a 
Fowler Trimos model V-1004 calibration tower. To avoid damage to the displacement 
sensors resulting from high temperatures, 559mm (22in) long and 4.8mm (3/16in) thick 
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steel strips were added to the displacement measurement system. The middle point of the 
strip was welded to the location of the displacement measurement. A displacement sensor 
was attached to each end of the strip. The steel strip was assumed to be rigid during the 
test. The average value of the readings from the two displacement sensors attached at the 
end of the steel strip was taken as the displacement measurement of that location. In this 
way, any small error caused by the rotation of the steel strip could be eliminated. All the 
displacement sensors were clamped to the bottom beam of the test frame. Figure 3.6 
shows a photo of a plate bearing specimen and the displacement measurement setup. The 
displacements of the bolt head and the two plates were measured in this test. 
Type K thermocouples (TC) were used in all the elevated temperature tests. In 
order to measure the temperature of the shear plane in the bolt, a 3.2mm (0.125in) 
diameter hole was drilled through the bolt from the bolt head to a location that was about 
3.2mm (0.125in) away from the shear plane as shown in Figure 3.8. The hole was drilled 
carefully to not reach the location of the shear plane so the hole did not affect the shear 
strength of the bolt. A thermocouple was placed inside this hole to measure the 
temperature very near to the shear plane. Previous literature indicates that the temperature 
during bolt shear and plate bearing tests was measured on the surface of the bolt rather 
than at the shear plane. In the bolt thermal test, another hole for a thermocouple was 
drilled from the other end of the bolt to a location close to the other shear plane. Figure 
3.7 shows the locations of the thermocouple placements in the bolt thermal test. Two 
additional thermocouples were placed on the surfaces of the bolt head and nut. 
Temperature measurements from these two thermocouples were used to control the two 
heaters. Additional thermocouples were also attached to the plates in the plate bearing 
tests. 
A CompactRIO manufactured by National Instruments (NI) was used as the Data 
Acquisition System (DAQ). NI 9213 was used as the module for thermal couples. NI 
9205 was used as the module for displacement sensors. The CompactRIO can be 





Figure 3.6: Displacement measurement setup in a plate bearing test 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Thermocouple locations in bolt thermal test (black dots indicate locations of 
thermocouples) 
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3.5 Testing Procedure 
This section is divided into two sub-sections: ambient tests and high temperature 
tests. Only heating was applied in the bolt thermal test. The testing procedure of the bolt 
thermal test is discussed in Section 4.1 as part of the experimental results. The same 
testing procedures were applied in the bolt shear tests and plate bearing tests. 
 
3.5.1 Ambient Tests 
A steady state testing procedure was used in the bolt shear tests and in the plate 
bearing tests. The hydraulic rams imposed load on each specimen through the testing 
frame. The two rams were connected to a hand pump to deliver an equal pressure to the 
rams. A steel gridded safety barrier was placed on each side of the loading frame. The 
load was applied in increments of approximately 22kN (5kip), ±4kN, before the yield 
point. After the yield point, the test was paused after every increment of approximately 
9kN (2kip), ±2kN. For bolt shear tests, the tests were terminated when the bolt fractured. 
For plate bearing tests, the tests were terminated when tear-out failure occurred. At that 
time, the pressure in the pump was released.  
 
3.5.2 High Temperature Tests 
For high temperature tests, the specimens were heated using two ceramic heaters 
running at full power. The heating rate was 15°C/min, ±2°C. For bolt shear tests, loading 
started right after the temperature of the shear plane reached the targeted temperature 
level.  For plate bearing tests, loading started right after the plate temperature reached the 
targeted temperature. The temperature difference between two plates was always below 
20°C and the temperature difference between bolt head and tail was always below 20°C 
as well. Temperature measurements of each specimen are shown in Section 4.2.2. The 
temperature was held to be constant during the loading and the specimen temperature 
stayed within ±10°C. The heating curve of the 400°C bolt shear test is shown in Figure 
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3.8. The load was applied in increments of approximately 9kN (2kip), ±2kN, before the 
yield point. After the yield point, the test was paused after every increment of 
approximately 2kN (0.5kip) ±1kN. For bolt shear tests, the tests were terminated when 
either the bolt fractured or the load could not be increased. For plate bearing tests, the 
tests were terminated when either the tear-out failure occurred or the measured plate 
bearing deformation was over 1.5db (db = diameter of bolt). At that time, the pressure in 
the pump was released and heaters were turned off. Figure 3.9 shows the test setup before 
the 400°C bolt shear test. 
 
 


































Figure 3.9: Test setup before bolt shear test at 400°C 
 
3.6 Summary of Experimental Program 
This chapter presented the experimental program for the three types of high 
temperature bolt tests performed in this research. These included: (i) the bolt thermal test, 
(ii) bolt shear tests and (iii) plate bearing tests. A testing frame was designed for these 
high temperature tests. Ceramic heaters were used in the heating system. Thermocouples 
and traditional displacement sensors were used to measure the thermal and structural 











CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This chapter presents the experimental results from the bolt thermal test, bolt shear tests 
and plate bearing tests. The results from the bolt shear tests and plate bearing tests were 
used to verify FEA models, which are introduced in Chapter 5. This chapter is subdivided 
into the following sections: 
• Section 4.1 presents the results from the bolt thermal test. 
• Section 4.2 discusses the results from the bolt shear tests and compares the bolt 
shear retention factors obtained from the tests with those by other researchers, 
EC3 (CEN, 2005) and the AISC 360-16 Specification (2016). 
• Section 4.3 presents the results from the plate bearing tests. It also compares the 
measured connection strength with that calculated using equations in the AISC 
LRFD-93 Specification (1993) and the AISC LRFD-99 Specification (1999).  
 
4.1 Bolt Thermal Tests 
A double bolt shear test setup was used in the bolt thermal test. The temperatures 
on the surface of the bolt head and nut, and the temperature on the two shear surfaces 
were measured as mentioned in Section 3.2. Figure 4.1 shows the heating curve for the 
test. The head and nut were heated to a target temperature of 600°C at a rate of 7°C/min. 
When the temperatures of bolt head and nut reached 600°C the temperatures were held 
constant for 15 minutes. Then the heating continued with the same rate. After the 
temperatures of the bolt head and nut reached about 700°C, the heater on the nut side 
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could not maintain the heating rate. The heater on the bolt head side was set to hold the 
temperature constant while the temperature of the other heater was increased. After both 
the temperatures of the bolt head and the nut reached 780°C, the heater on the bolt head 
side was set to increase the temperature again but the temperatures on the both sides 
could not be increased anymore after that. The heating was terminated. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Temperature-time curves from bolt thermal test 
From the figure, it can be observed that the temperatures of the shear planes were 
around 300°C as the bolt surface temperatures reached 400°C and the temperatures of the 
shear planes were around 440°C as the bolt surface temperatures reached 600°C. After 
holding the temperature for fifteen minutes, the temperatures of the shear planes were not 
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4.2 Bolt Shear Tests 
4.2.1 Displacement and Temperature Measurements 
Displacements of both ends of the bolt were measured. The shear displacement 
was calculated by taking the difference between these two measurements. Temperatures 
on the bolt head, nut and shear plane were measured. Section 3.4 explained the 
temperature measurement on the shear plane. 
 
4.2.2 Test Results for Bolt Shear Tests 
Figure 4.2 shows the bolt hole of each specimen after termination of the test. 
Limited plate bearing deformation was observed in the tests. Figure 4.3 shows the 400°C 
test specimen after the termination of the test. Limited visible bolt rotation was observed 
during all the tests. The failed bolts from one of the ambient tests, 400°C test and 600°C 
test are shown in Figure 4.4.  
After the two ambient tests, the bolts had a brittle behavior and fractured into two 
pieces. After both 400°C and 600°C tests, the applied load started dropping after a certain 
shear displacement and the tests were terminated at that point. The bolt in the both tests 
was not fractured. The bolt at 400°C was fractured into two pieces when it was taken out 
from the anchorage plates. The fracture surface of the bolt on the ambient test was shiny 
and smooth, but not flat. The fracture surface of the bolt on the 400°C test showed blue 
color and the texture was rougher than the fracture surface of the bolts in the ambient 
tests. Figure 4.5 shows the load versus displacement curve of all the tests: ambient test #1, 
ambient test #2, 400°C test and 600°C test. The bolt fractured at a measured shear 
displacement of 5mm (0.2in) and 6.5mm (0.25in) at ambient test #1 and ambient test #2 
respectively. Both the stiffness and the measured strength of the two ambient tests have a 
difference within 5%. At the 400°C test, the bolt had a measured shear displacement of 
9.8mm (0.38in). At the 600°C test, the bolt had a measured shear displacement of 
10.2mm (0.4in). At the both 400°C and 600°C tests, the shear strength and the stiffness of 
the bolts dropped significantly. The shear displacement of the bolt increased with 
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increasing temperature, indicating increasing ductility. The shear strength of the bolt, 
failure displacement and retention factor of all the tests are listed in Table 4.1.  
 

























Figure 4.4: Bolt failures from bolt shear tests: (a) deformed bolt at ambient temperature 
test, (b) fracture section at ambient temperature test, (c) deformed bolt at 400°C test, (d) 





Figure 4.5: Load versus displacement curve of all shear tests 
 
Table 4.1: Summary of bolt shear tests results 
Test # Measured Shear Strength (kN) 




Ambient #1 137 481 1.00 
Ambient #2 133 467 1.00 
400°C 102 358 0.76 

































4.2.3 Comparison of Bolt Shear Test Results with Published Test Results 
Yu (2006) and Kodur (2011) conducted shear tests on A325 bolts at different 
elevated temperatures. Figure 4.6 compares the retention factors from this thesis (Zhu-
A325), and those from Yu and Kodur with the retention factors in EC3 (CEN, 2005). 
Retention factors from EC3 are connected by lines. Figure 4.7 compares retention factors 
from this thesis, from Yu (2006) and Kodur (2011) with retention factors from the AISC 
360-16 Specification (2016). The retention factor from the AISC 360-16 Specification 
(2016) are 0.75 at 400°C compared to 0.78 from EC3 and 0.28 at 600°C compared to 0.22 
from EC3. The retention factors from the AISC 360-16 Specification (2016) were 
developed by the AISC committee by reviewing. Retention factors from the AISC 360-16 
Specification (2016) are connected by lines. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Comparison of retention factors from this research program, Yu, Kodur, and 


























Figure 4.7: Comparison of retention factors from this research program, Yu, Kodur, and 
AISC 360-16 Specification (Yu, 2006; Kodur, 2011; AISC, 2016) 
 
From Figure 4.6 and 4.7, it is evident that the retention factor has a large 
reduction from 400°C to 600°C. From Figure 4.7, the retention factors obtained from this 
experimental program fall between results from Yu (2006) and Kodur (2011). They also 
match very well with factors provided in the AISC 360-16 Specification (2016). 
 
4.3 Plate Bearing Tests 
4.3.1 Displacement and Temperature Measurements for Plate Bearing Tests 
The locations of displacement measurements for the bearing tests are shown in 
Figure 4.8 (a). Plate 1 and Plate 2 indicate the plate on the bolt head side and nut side 
respectively. Location #1 is on the bolt head and Location #3 is located 0.5 inches away 
from the edge of the bolt hole on Plate 1. Location #2 is on the nut side of the bolt and 
Location #4 is located 0.5 inches away from the edge of the bolt hole on Plate 2. In the 

























that bearing failure of Plate 2 was the final failure, so additional sensors were added to 
measure displacements at Location #4 for Specimen 1, 2 and 3. In order to measure bolt 
rotation, more sensors were added to measure the displacement of Location #2 for 





Figure 4.8 Instrumentation layout for plate bearing tests: (a) displacement measurement 
locations and (b) thermocouple locations (red crosses indicate locations of displacement 
measurements and red circles indicate thermocouples) 
 
 
4.3.2 Test Results for Plate Bearing tests 
A detailed drawing of a single bolted lap joint was shown in Figure 3.1 and the 
test matrix plate bearing tests was shown in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3. The steel plates were 
all A36. The 6.4mm (0.25in) thick plate had measured yield strength of 265MPa (38.4ksi) 
and tensile strength of 401MPa (58.2ksi). The 9.5mm (0.375in) thick plate had measured 
yield strength of 296MPa (45.3ksi) and tensile strength of 446MPa (64.7ksi). Table 4.2 
summarizes the test results from all the plate bearing tests: temperatures of the bolt and 
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the plates, failure load, measured bolt hole elongation of each plate, and final failure 
mode. The temperature difference between two plates was always below 20°C, and the 
temperature difference between bolt head and nut was always below 20°C as well. The 
average temperature of the plates and the average temperature of the bolt head and nut 
were listed in Table 4.2. 
 







Measured Hole  
Elongation (mm) Failure  Mode Bolt Plate Plate 1 Plate 2 
Control 20 20 78 5.1 18.3 Plate 2 Bearing 
1 404 402 65 5.2 16.3 Plate 2 Bearing 
2 615 610 32 15.4 20.5 Plate 2 Bearing 
3 412 406 76 26.7 8.8 Plate 1 Bearing 
4 615 605 33 22.3 7.1 Plate 1 Bearing 
5 420 417 116 4.3 14.4 Plate 2 Bearing 












Figure 4.9 (a) shows Specimen 1 after being tested and Figure 4.9 (b) shows 
schematic drawing to illustrate an exaggerated behavior. It can be observed that the bolt 
had a significant rotation about X-axis and the plates showed a double-curvature behavior 
because of the eccentricity of the test specimen. Those two behavior were less obvious in 
Specimen 6. The reason was that bolt shear controlled in Specimen 6 and a relatively 




Figure 4.9: Behavior of lap joint in plate bearing: (a) Specimen 1 after failure and (b) 
schematic drawing of a typical behavior 
 
Figure 4.10 shows photos of all specimens after the connection failure occurred. 
More test photos are published in Purdue University Research Repository (Zhu, Fischer 
& Varma, 2014). Load versus deformation measurements for the specimens are shown 
from Figure 4.11 to 4.23. The initial slip from closing the gap between the bolt and the 
bolt holes was eliminated and not shown in the plots. Displacement #1 was calculated by 
taking the difference between displacement measurements on bolt head and Plate 1. 
Displacement #2 was calculated by taking the difference between displacement 
measurements on Plate 2 and bolt head. Displacement #3 was calculated by taking the 
difference between displacement measurements on the end of the bolt shank and Plate 1. 
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One load versus displacement curves were plotted for the control specimen: load versus 
Displacement #1. Two load versus displacement curves were plotted for Specimens 1 to 3: 
(1) load versus Displacement #1 and (2) load versus Displacement #2. Two load versus 
displacement curves were plotted for Specimen 4 to 6: (1) load versus Displacement #2 
and (2) load versus Displacement #3. These curves are used to compare finite element 
analysis and experimental results in Chapter 6. All other load versus displacement curves 
for each specimen are published in Purdue University Research Repository (Zhu et al., 
2014). The elastic region of the load versus Displacement #1 curve shows a negative 
slope for the control specimen and Specimen 1. The reason could be that a relatively big 
bolt rotation occurred in that range of load in these two specimens. All other load versus 
displacement curves for all the specimens clearly show three regions: the elastic, 
transition and plastic zone. The measured failure load was taken to be the average value 
of the scatter data as Table 4.2.  
The control specimen consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 
6.4mm (0.25in) thick plates. The test was conducted at ambient temperature. Tear-out 
failure occurred at one side of the bolt hole on Plate 2 and the failure path was almost 
parallel to the tension direction as shown in Figure 4.10. Visible shear deformation of the 
bolt was not observed.  
Specimen 1 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm (0.25in) 
thick plates. The test was conducted at 400°C. Tear-out failure occurred at both sides of 
the bolt hole of Plate 2 and an obvious flare angle along each failure path was observed 
as shown in Figure 4.10. Visible shear deformation of the bolt was not observed. The 
load capacity reduced by 20% compared to the control specimen. The bolt hole 
elongation of Plate 2 was 11% smaller than that of the control specimen. 
Specimen 2 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm (0.25in) 
thick plates. The test was conducted at 600°C. The test was stopped before the tear-out 
failure of Plate 2 because the measured bolt hole elongation on Plate 2 was over 1.5db. 
Visible shear deformation of the bolt was observed as shown in Figure 4.10. The load 
capacity reduced by 20% compared to the control specimen. The bolt hole elongation of 
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Plate 2 was 12% and 26% larger than that of the control specimen and Specimen 1 
respectively. 
Specimen 3 consisted of one 22mm (0.875in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm 
(0.25in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 400°C. Tear-out failure occurred at one 
side of the bolt hole on Plate 1 and the failure path had some flared angle but not as large 
as that in Specimen 1 as shown in Figure 4.10. Visible shear deformation of the bolt was 
not observed. The load capacity increased by 17.8% compared to the control specimen. 
The bolt hole elongation of Plate 1 was 64% larger than that of Plate 2 in Specimen 1. 
Specimen 4 consisted of one 22mm (0.875in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm 
(0.25in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 600°C. The test was stopped before the 
tear-out failure of Plate 2 because the measured bolt hole elongation on Plate 1 was over 
1.5db. The load was not increasing anymore before the termination of the test. Visible 
shear deformation of the bolt was not observed. The load capacity increased by 4% 
compared to Specimen 2. The bolt hole elongation of Plate 1 was 9% larger than that of 
Plate 2 in Specimen 2. 
Specimen 5 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 9.5mm 
(0.375in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 400°C. Tear-out failure occurred at both 
sides of the bolt hole on Plate 1 and there was an obvious flare angle along each failure 
path, but the failure paths were less symmetrical as those in Specimen 1 as shown in 
Figure 4.10. Visible shear deformation of the bolt was not observed.  
Specimen 6 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 9.5mm 
(0.375in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 600°C. The test for was stopped when 
bolt shear failure occurred. The bolt in Specimen 6 was sheared and bolt hole elongation 





























   
 













Figure 4.10: Connection failures 
 
Load versus connection deformation curves for Specimen 1 to 4 are plotted 
together in Figure 4.24. The connection deformation was calculated by taking the 
difference of displacement measurement on Plate 2 and Plate 1. There is no significant 
stiffness change from Specimen 1 to Specimen 4. By comparing the curves between 
Specimen 1 and Specimen 3, it indicates that the ductility of the connection increased 
significantly when the bolt size changed from 19mm (0.75in) to 22mm (0.875in). By 
comparing the curves between Specimen 1 and 2, it indicates that the ductility of the 
connection increased from 400°C to 600°C. The large deformation at 600°C was 
































Figure 4.12: Load vs. displacement curve: Load vs Displacement #1 for Specimen 1 
 
 





































Figure 4.14: Load vs. displacement curve: Load vs Displacement #1 for Specimen 2 
 
 





































Figure 4.16: Load vs. displacement curve: Load vs Displacement #1 for Specimen 3 
 
 





































Figure 4.18: Load vs. displacement curve: Load vs Displacement #2 for Specimen 4 
 
 





































Figure 4.20: Load vs. displacement curve: Load vs Displacement #2 for Specimen 5 
 
 







































Figure 4.22: Load vs. displacement curve: Load vs Displacement #2 for Specimen 6 
 
 





































Figure 4.12: Load vs. connection deformation curves of plate bearing specimens 
 
It was observed by Rex (2003) that the bearing strength equations in the AISC 
LRFD-93 Specification (1993) had better prediction compared with his experimental 
results. It is shown below in Equation 4.1.	 
& ≤ 3.0 
when the deformation at the bolt hole is not a design consideration and where e = 
edge distance. 
4.1 
The strength calculated with Equation 4.1 is named as %3
789:	;<<=
. The bearing 
strength equations in the AISC 360-10 Specification (2010) are from the AISC LRFD-99 





 respectively. Bearing strength of each specimen 
was calculated using those three equations with factored Fu. Reduction factors for Fu 













, were calculated. Table 4.3 shows the summary of 



























table that bearing strength equation from the AISC LRFD-93 Specification (1993) has the 




 values ranging from 1.05 to 1.22. 
However, the bearing strength equation in the AISC LRFD-99 Specification (1999) when 





 values ranging from 1.20 to 1.37. The bearing strength equation in 
AISC LRFD-99 (1999) when the deformation at the bolt hole is a design consideration 




 values ranging from 1.59 to 1.71. Bolt 
shear failure occurred in Specimen 6 so it was not listed in this comparison. 
 
 



























Specimen 46.2 57.8 64.9 78 1.69 1.35 1.21 
1 40.7 50.8 57.1 65 1.60 1.28 1.14 
2 20.2 25.2 28.2 32 1.59 1.27 1.13 
3 45.0 56.2 64.1 76 1.70 1.36 1.19 
4 22.3 27.9 31.8 33 1.50 1.20 1.05 
5 67.7 84.6 84.6 116 1.71 1.37 1.22 
 
 
4.4 Summary of Experimental Results 
This chapter presented the experimental results from the three types of elevated 
temperature tests.  
The experimental results from the bolt thermal test disproved the assumption that 
the temperature through the bolt becomes uniform after 15 minutes of heating with 
constant temperature measured on the surfaces of the bolt head and nut. The temperature 
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of the bolt shear planes should be measured directly to accurately obtain the temperature 
of the bolt shear planes. 
The shear strength of A325 bolt at 400°C and 600°C reduced 24% and 68% 
compared with the shear strength of the bolt at ambient temperature. The bolt behavior 
was more ductile at 400°C and 600°C than its behavior at ambient temperature. The bolt 
shear retention factors obtained from the bolt shear tests matched well with retention 
factors from AISC 360-16 (2016) at 400°C and 600°C. 
 Plate bearing failure occurred in all the plate bearing test specimens except 
Specimen 6. Bolt shear failure occurred in Specimen 6. The failure modes for all the 
specimens were the same as the governing failure modes expected from design 
calculations as shown in Table 3.2. The ductility of the single-bolted lap joint almost 
doubled when the bolt diameter changed from 19mm to 22mm at 400°C. The bearing 
strength equation from the AISC LRFD-93 Specification (1993) gives the best correlation 










CHAPTER 5. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF TESTED SPECIMENS 
This chapter discusses the development of 3D FEA models for predicting the behavior of 
single-bolted lap joints at elevated temperatures. ABAQUS explicit was used to conduct 
the quasi-static analysis. Temperature-dependent stress-strain relationships for 
conventional steel and high strength bolts from different references were discussed. This 
chapter provides a detailed discussion of the following sections: 
• Section 5.1 presents a general description of the FEA model for the single-bolted 
lap joint. 
• Section 5.2 discusses the details of the temperature-dependent stress-strain 
relationships for A36 steel plates and A325 bolts. 
• Section 5.3 presents the element type, mesh size and contact definition used in the 
analysis. 
• Section 5.4 presents the boundary conditions in this analysis. 
• Section 5.5 presents the analysis steps which included heating and loading. 
 
5.1 General Description 
A 3D FEA model was built to predict the behavior of the single-bolted lap joint 
specimens tested at ambient and elevated temperatures. Both the plate bearing and bolt 
shear behavior were specifically studied using FEA models, but the plate bearing 
behavior was the primary focus of the study. The FEA model for the ambient temperature 
specimen was developed and benchmarked using test results to verify its accuracy for 
predicting the behavior of a single bolted lap joint. The FEA models were enhanced to 
include temperature-dependent mechanical and thermal properties and then benchmarked 
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using test results to verify their accuracy for predicting the behavior of a single-bolted lap 
joint. Additionally, FEA models were developed for the double-splice bolted connection 
specimens tested by Hirashima’s (2014), and benchmarked using test results to further 
verify the accuracy. 
The 3D FEA model consisted of one bolt and two identical plates. Figure 5.1 
shows the modeled bolt, plate and assembled specimen. The bolt and nut were created as 
four parts in order to save computing time: bolt head, bolt shank, nut, and the tail (the tail 
was defined as the part of the bolt that is beyond the nut). The bolt shank was modeled 
using a relatively fine mesh, while the other parts were modeled using relatively coarse 
mesh. The hexagon bolt head and nut were modeled geometrically as cylinders instead of 
hexagons. All these parts were tied together using surface-to-surface discretization 
method. In order to save computing time, two parts were created for the plate as shown in 
Figure 5.1: a dimension of 2e by 2e patch (e = vertical edge distance) with relatively fine 
mesh and rest of the plate with relatively coarse mesh. These two parts were tied together 
using surface-to-surface discretization method. To avoid convergence problems when 
large deformations occur and to save computational time, explicit FEA methods were 
used through the whole study. 
 




5.2 Material Properties 
Material properties played a critical role in this FEA study. Material properties of 
conventional steel and high strength bolts were assigned to steel plates and the steel bolt 
in the connection model respectively. Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 and density of 7850 kg/m3 
were adopted.  
True stress-strain curves were used since large deformation occurred in the 
specimens. The following equations were used to convert engineering stress strain to true 
stress strain.  
X2. = ln[X.34 + 1\ 5.1 
]2. = ].34(X.34 + 1) 5.2 
 
The mechanical properties for the steel and bolts at ambient temperature were 
obtained from the material reports provided by the steel manufacturer and bolt 
manufacturer, respectively. The temperature dependent stress-strain relationship from 
EC3 (CEN, 2005) and NIST (Luecke et al., 2011) are most commonly used by designers 
and researchers so material relationships from these two resources were considered in this 
study. All other parameters, thermal conductivity, coefficients of thermal expansion and 
specific heat were from EC3 (CEN, 2005). 
 
5.2.1 Material Properties for A36 Steel 
The temperature dependent stress-strain relationship from NIST (Luecke et al., 
2011) had a better prediction of the plate bearing behavior than the stress-strain 
relationship from EC3 (CEN, 2005), which is explained later in this section. Therefore, 
the stress-strain relationship from NIST was used for high temperature analysis through 
this study. At ambient temperature, the stress-strain curve for steel usually has a yield 
plateau; but, this yield plateau is not part of the stress-strain relationship from NIST 
(Luecke et al., 2011). Therefore, a yield plateau was added to the NIST’s engineering 
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stress-strain curve (Luecke et al., 2011) where the strain ranges from 0.2% to 2% for A36 
steel. The stress-strain curve with the yield plateau is plotted on top of the original stress-
strain relationship in Figure 5.2.  
The stress-strain relationship from NIST (Luecke et al., 2011) has a built-in 
relationship between the yield stress and tensile stress, which does not always represent 
the measured behavior for the specific material. Reduction factors for yield strength and 
tensile strength of steel at elevated temperatures are also built-in in NIST stress-strain 
relationship (Luecke et al., 2011). The associated reduction factors are shown in Table 
5.1. NIST material model was used carefully. The tensile strength of the steel with 
reduction factors in Table 5.1 was used to corresponding ultimate strain at each 
temperature, and the stress-strain relationship was assumed to have a plateau after the 
ultimate strain. Figure 5.3 shows the comparison between the NIST original curve 
(Luecke et al., 2011) and modified NIST’s curve with: (i) yield plateau after yielding, (ii) 
tensile strength at ambient temperature, and (iii) plateau after ultimate strain. Special care 
was needed to determine the post-ultimate softening region when applying the true stress-
strain equations. It was found that defining the plateau after the ultimate strain gave a 
good agreement with the experimental results. The value of the engineering strain that 
ends the plateau (final engineering strain) was calibrated based on the experimental 
results and it varied with different temperature levels. Table 5.2 shows the calibrated final 
engineering strain at different temperature levels. Figure 5.4 and 5.5 show engineering 
stress-strain curves and true stress-strain curves at ambient temperature, 400°C, and 
600°C. These curves were created based on the material property of the 6.4mm (0.25in) 
plates used in the plate bearing tests discussed in Chapter 3. For convenience in the later 
discussion, the NIST stress-strain relationship with a post-ultimate plateau is called 
modified NIST stress-strain relationship. 
FEA results processed with the modified NIST stress-strain relationship without a 
yield plateau and the modified NIST stress-strain relationship with a yield plateau at 
ambient temperature were plotted on top of the experimental results for the ambient test 
specimen as shown in Figure 5.6.  Results obtained by using the modified NIST stress-
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strain relationship with a yield plateau shows better match with the experimental results. 
FEA results processed with EC3’s stress-strain relationship (CEN, 2005) and with the 
modified NIST stress-strain relationship were plotted on top of the experimental results 
for Specimen 1 at 400°C as shown in Figure 5.7. The stress-strain relationship from EC3 
(CEN, 2005) tended to underestimate the final strength of the specimens by 15% 
compared with the experimental results, while the one from NIST matched with the 
experimental results better within a difference of 5%. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Comparison between NIST’s material model (Luecke et al., 2011) and 



























Figure 5.3: Comparison of NIST’s original material curve (Luecke et al., 2011) and 
modified NIST’s material curve at ambient temperature for A36 steel 
 
Table 5.1: NIST reduction factors for yield strength and tensile strength of steel at 






20 1 1 
100 0.96 1 
200 0.91 1 
300 0.85 0.97 
400 0.78 0.88 
500 0.66 0.70 
600 0.46 0.44 
700 0.23 0.18 
800 0.06 0.05 
 








































Figure 5.4: Engineering stress-strain curves for ambient temperature, 400°C, and 600°C 































Figure 5.5: True stress-strain curve for ambient temperature, 400°C, and 600°C used in 
FEA of this study 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Comparison between results from models with NIST’s original material 
















































Figure 5.7: Comparison between results from models with EC3 (CEN, 2005) and 
modified NIST’s material model for Specimen 1 
 
5.2.2 Material Properties for ASTM A325 Bolts 
Neither EC3 nor NIST has published stress-strain relationships for high strength 
bolts at elevated temperatures. The stress-strain relationships for conventional steel from 
EC3 (CEN, 2005) or NIST (Luecke et al., 2011) are most commonly used to model 
behavior of bolts at elevated temperatures. A simple tri-linear stress-strain relationship 
for high strength bolts was proposed by Seif (Seif, McAllister & Luecke, 2014).  
Figures 5.8 to 5.10 show comparisons of the true stress-strain relationships using 
NIST steel material model (Luecke et al., 2011), NIST bolt material model (Seif et al., 
2014) and EC3 steel material model (CEN, 2005). These three curves were close to each 
other at ambient temperature and 400°C, but the NIST bolt model gave much lower stress 
prediction compared to other two models at 600°C. A single bolt lap joint model was 
built based on the bolt shear test specimens. Analysis was conducted using these three 
material models. There is very limited data on the tensile strength of bolts at elevated 























could not be applied here. The ultimate strain value was assumed to be 0.2 at ambient 
temperature and 400°C and 0.3 at 600°C for all the material models. Figure 5.11 to 5.13 
show result comparisons. FEA results did not agree well with the test results in terms of 
the shear stiffness of the bolt. FEA results with NIST bolt material model (Sief, 2014) 
had good predictions for the bolt shear strength at ambient temperature and 400°C. FEA 
results with NIST bolt material model (Sief, 2014) underestimated bolt shear strength at 
600°C by 13% while FEA results with other two material models (NIST and Eurocode) 
overestimated bolt shear strength by 30% at 600°C. In general, the models with NIST 
bolt material model (Sief, 2014) had better predictions for the behavior of the bolts so it 
was used in FEA study and the parametric study as well. The cross section area of the 
threaded part of the bolt is 80% of the bolt shank as per AISC 360-10 Specification. If the 
shear plane of the bolt included threads, strength of the material model was reduced to 80% 
to account for the reduced area. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Comparison of material model from EC3, NIST-steel and NIST-bolt (CEN, 


























Figure 5.9: Comparison of material model from EC3, NIST-steel and NIST-bolt (CEN, 
2005; Luecke et al., 2011; Seif et al., 2014) at 400°C 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Comparison of material model from EC3, NIST-steel and NIST-bolt (CEN, 















































Figure 5.11: Comparison of results from analyses with three different material models for 
bolt shear test at ambient temperature 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Comparison of results from analyses with three different material models for 















































Figure 5.13: Comparison of results from analyses with three different material models for 
bolt shear at 600°C 
 
5.3 Element Type, Mesh and Contact Definition 
There are three types of contact interactions in a lap splice joint model. When the 
bolt bears on the bolt hole, it generates a cylindrical contact surface. The cylindrical 
contact surface requires using solid elements. Most of the load transfers through this 
contact definition. There is a contact surface between bolt head (or nut) and the plate and 
a contact surface between the plates. The third contact comes from the compression on 
the plate from the bolt head and nut due to the out-of-plane bolt rotation. 3D and 8-node 
solid elements were used through this entire study. Mesh size was critical to the accuracy 
of analysis results and fine mesh was required to capture the plate bearing behavior. The 
perimeters of the bolt holes were divided into 64 equally spaced nodes as suggested by 
Agarwal (2011). At least 3 nodes through the plate thickness were required to capture the 
bending behavior of the plates. Four nodes were used through the thickness of the region 
























the plate. Convergence studies were conducted to determine the mesh density around the 
bolt hole to capture a plate bearing failure.  
The model for the control specimen was used to conduct this convergence study. 
Figure 5.14 shows results of this convergence study. The x-axis is the minimum element 
size around the bolt hole and the y-axis is the maximum load on the analysis. The study 
indicated that a minimum element size of 3.5 mm was small enough to capture the elastic 
and plastic behavior of the plate bearing accurately. Convergence studies were conducted 
to determine the mesh density on the shear plane of the bolt. The model for the ambient 
bolt test was processed to conduct this convergence study. Figure 5.15 shows results of 
this convergence study. The x-axis is the element size on the shear plane and the y-axis is 
the maximum load on the analysis. In order to capture the bolt shear behavior accurately, 
a mesh size of 2.5 mm on the bolt shank was needed. Surface-to-surface contact with a 
finite-sliding option was used for all the contact surfaces. In addition, a friction 
coefficient of 0.3 was used, as per AISC 360-10 Specification. 
 
 




















Figure 5.15: Convergence study for modeling bolt shear behavior 
 
5.4 Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions are critical to load versus displacement behavior of a 
connection model. One end of the specimen was bolted to a T-section with two pre-
tensioned bolts and the T-section structure was bolted to the bottom beam of the testing 
frame with four pre-tensioned bolts. The bottom beam of the testing frame was post-
tensioned to the strong floor. The other end of the specimen was anchored to the top 
beam of the testing frame with the same method. The only difference was that the top 
beam was free to move in the direction that when tensile force was applied (y direction). 
Instead of modeling the full test setup, a fixed boundary condition was applied to one end 
of the FEA model while load was applied to the opposite end. Movements in the other 






















5.5 Analysis Steps 
The bolt was placed in the center of the bolt hole and there was no contact 
between the bolt and the bolt holes initially. A heating step was applied before a loading 
step similar to the experiments. Uniform heating was applied in the analysis, and the 
heated region in the analysis matched with the heated region in the experimental tests as 
shown in Figure 5.16. Smooth amplitude was used in the loading step. The load was 
applied by imposing a displacement in the tension direction on edge surface of upper end 
of the specimen. The mechanism of load transfer occurred once the gap between the bolt 
and the holes was closed. 
 
 
Figure 5.16: Temperature distribution of model for Specimen 2 
Direct heated region 
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5.6 Summary of Finite Element Analysis 
 3D FEA models were developed for single-bolted lap joint specimens tested at 
elevated temperatures. The model consisted of two A36 steel plates and one A325 bolt. 
The NIST stress-strain relationship for conventional steel (Luecke et al., 2011) was used 
to model A36 steel plates at elevated temperatures but some modifications were needed.  
The NIST stress-strain relationship for high strength bolts (Seif et al., 2014) was used to 
model the A325 bolts at elevated temperatures. The FEA models were benchmarked 
using the experimental data from plate bearing tests presented in Chapter 4 and 
experimental data from Hirashima’s double-splice joint tests (Hirashima at al., 2014). 











CHAPTER 6. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The chapter discusses the results from the analysis of the FEA models developed in 
Chapter 5 for simulating the behavior of single-bolted lap joint specimens tested at 
elevated temperatures. The experimental results are used to benchmark the FEA models. 
The experimental results from Hirashima’s double-splice joint tests (Hirashima et al., 
2014) were used for benchmarking, in addition to the experimental results from bolt shear 
tests and plate bearing tests from Chapter 4. 
 
6.1 Comparison between Experimental and Finite Element Analysis Results of Plate 
Bearing Tests 
Seven FEA models were built using ABAQUS and they were calibrated using the 
experimental results from plate bearing tests. The load versus displacement curves shown 
in Section 4.3.2 were used to compare with load versus displacement curves from FEA 
results. The comparisons are shown from Figure 6.1 to 6.13. Comparisons for rest of the 
load versus displacement curves are published in Purdue University Research Repository 
(Zhu et al., 2014). To facilitate the comparison, both curves were plotted on top of each 
other for each specimen. The details about the models were presented in Chapter 5. 
The control specimen consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 
6.4mm (0.25in) thick plates. The test was conducted at ambient temperature. The load 
versus displacement comparison is shown in Figure 6.1. The FEA results did not show 
the negative slope in the elastic region as the experimental load versus Displacement #1. 
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The curves matched well in the transition and plastic zone. The FEA results predicted the 
maximum strength of the lap joint well. 
Specimen 1 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm (0.25in) 
thick plates. The test was conducted at 400°C. The load versus displacement comparisons 
are shown in Figure 6.2 and 6.3. The FEA results did not show the negative slope in the 
elastic region as the experimental load versus Displacement #1. The curves match well in 
the transition and plastic zone. The FEA results predicted the maximum strength and 
stiffness of the lap joint well. 
Specimen 2 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm (0.25in) 
thick plates. The test was conducted at 600°C. The load versus displacement comparisons 
are shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5. The curves matched well in the elastic, transition and 
plastic zone. The FEA results predicted the maximum strength and stiffness of the lap 
joint well. 
Specimen 3 consisted of one 22mm (0.875in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm 
(0.25in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 400°C. The load versus displacement 
comparisons are shown in Figure 6.6 and 6.7. The stiffness in the elastic zone predicted 
by the FEA results was slightly higher than that from the experimental results. The curves 
matched well in the transition and plastic zone. The FEA results predicted the maximum 
strength of the lap joint well. 
Specimen 4 consisted of one 22mm (0.875in) diameter bolt and two 6.4mm 
(0.25in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 600°C. The load versus displacement 
comparisons are shown in Figure 6.8 and 6.9. The curves matched well in the elastic, 
transition and plastic zone. The FEA results predicted the strength and stiffness of the lap 
joint well.  
Specimen 5 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 9.5mm 
(0.375in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 400°C. The load versus displacement 
comparisons are shown in Figure 6.10 and 6.11. The stiffness predicted by the FEA 
results was slightly higher than that from the experimental results. The curves matched 
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well in the transition and plastic zone. The FEA results predicted the maximum strength 
of the lap joint well. 
Specimen 6 consisted of one 19mm (0.75in) diameter bolt and two 9.5mm 
(0.375in) thick plates. The test was conducted at 600°C. The load versus displacement 
comparisons are shown in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. Bolt shear failure occurred in the test of 
Specimen 6. The FEA model successfully captured the bolt shear failure mode. FEA 
results underestimated the maximum strength of the lap joint by 20%. As mentioned in 
Section 5.1.2, using NIST stress-strain relationship for high strength bolts (Sief et al., 
2014) tends to underestimate the maximum strength at 600°C. 
Generally, the FEA results gave reasonably good predictions of the load versus 
displacement behavior of single bolt lap joints compared to the experimental results. 
Table 6.1 summarizes the strength of connections from the experimental program and 
FEA. The ratio, 8>
Dfg
8>
?@A 	, was calculated. FEA results predicted the maximum strength of the 
lap joint well with 8>Dfg
8>
?@A  values ranging from 0.94 to 1.05, except for Specimen 6 with bolt 










































































































































































































































































































































Control 78 75 0.96 
1 65 68 1.05 
2 31 30 0.97 
3 76 80 1.05 
4 33 34 1.03 
5 116 119 1.03 
6 56 44 0.79 
 
 
6.2 Comparison between Experimental and Finite Element Analysis Results of 
Hirashima’s Double-Splice Joint Tests 
Hirashima (2014) conducted 20 double-splice joint tests to study bolt shear and 
plate bearing behavior. Some of Hirashima’s specimens were simulated with numerical 
analysis to benchmark the FEA model described in Chapter 5. Figure 6.14 shows a 
drawing of a typical double-splice joint specimen. SN490B plates as per JIS G 3136 were 
used and they are similar to A36 plates in the US. HSFG-F10T bolts as per JIS B 1186 
were used and they are similar to A490 bolts in the US. Whether threads were included 
on the two shear planes was not specified in the paper. The focus of this exercise was on 
plate bearing behavior. Therefore, in order to get a plate bearing failure, threads were 
assumed to be excluded on the shear planes in the models of specimens with plate 
bearing failures. Threads were assumed to be included on the shear planes in the models 
of specimens with bolt shear failures.  
Table 6.2 shows Hirashima’s test matrix and each specimen’s failure mode 
(Hirashima et al., 2014). Specimens were named using the following order: thickness of 
the main plate + edge distance of the main plate + temperature. Specimens with 
pretensioned bolts and plates with edge distance equaling to 3.5db were not modeled 
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because they were not targeted parameters in this study. So the test matrix for this 
benchmarking process was narrowed down to ten specimens as shown in Table 6.3. 
Hirashima also conducted coupon tests for the steel and bolts used in that program at 
different temperature levels and stress-strain curves were presented as shown in Figure 
6.15 and 6.16. They were also compared with modified NIST’s stress-strain relationship 
as discussed in Section 5.1.1, as shown in Figure 6.17 to 6.22. 
 
 




























t09e30-AT 20 9 30 (1.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t09e30-500 20 9 30 (1.5db) Yes 500 Bearing 
t09e50-AT 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t09e50-400 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes 400 Bearing 
t09e50-500 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes 500 Shear 
t09e50-700 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes 700 Shear 
t09e50-AT-uf 20 9 50 (2.5db) No Ambient Shear 
t09e50-500-uf 20 9 50 (2.5db) No 500 Shear 
t09e70-AT 20 9 70 (3.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t09e70-500 20 9 70 (3.5db) Yes 500 Shear 
t19e30-AT 20 19 30 (1.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t19e30-500 20 19 30 (1.5db) Yes 500 Shear 
t19e50-AT 20 19 50 (2.5db) Yes Ambient Shear 
t19e50-400 20 19 50 (2.5db) Yes 400 Shear 
t19e50-500 20 19 50 (2.5db) Yes 500 Shear 
t19e50-700 20 19 50 (2.5db) Yes 700 Shear 
t19e50-AT-uf 20 19 50 (2.5db) No Ambient Shear 
t19e50-500-uf 20 19 50 (2.5db) No 500 Shear 
t19e70-AT 20 19 70 (3.5db) Yes Ambient Shear 





























t09e30-AT 20 9 30 (1.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t09e30-500 20 9 30 (1.5db) Yes 500 Bearing 
t09e50-AT 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t09e50-400 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes 400 Bearing 
t09e50-500 20 9 50 (2.5db) Yes 500 Shear 
t19e30-AT 20 19 30 (1.5db) Yes Ambient Bearing 
t19e30-500 20 19 30 (1.5db) Yes 500 Shear 
t19e50-AT 20 19 50 (2.5db) Yes Ambient Shear 
t19e50-400 20 19 50 (2.5db) Yes 400 Shear 











Figure 6.15: Stress-strain curves from Hirashima’s coupon tests for SN490B plates 
(Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.16: Stress-strain curves from Hirashima’s coupon tests for HSFG-F10T bolts 






















































Figure 6.17: Comparison between modified NIST’s material curves and material curves 




Figure 6.18: Comparison between modified NIST’s material curves and material curves 
















































Figure 6.19: Comparison between modified NIST’s material curves and material curves 
from Hirashima’s coupon tests for SN490B plates at 500°C (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.20: Comparison between modified NIST’s material curves and material curves 
from Hirashima’s coupon tests for HSFG-F10T bolts at ambient temperature (Hirashima 
















































Figure 6.21: Comparison between modified NIST’s material curves and material curves 
from Hirashima’s coupon tests for HSFG-F10T bolts at 400°C (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.22: Comparison between modified NIST’s material curves and material curves 















































The modeling techniques from Chapter 4 were used to create models for 
Hirashima’s double-splice joint specimens (Hirashima et al., 2014). Two series of models 
were created: one with stress-strain curves from Hirashima’s coupon tests (Hirashima et 
al., 2014) and one with the modified NIST stress-strain relationship (Luecke et al., 2014) 
that were developed in Chapter 4. FEA results from analyses with two different stress-
strain curves were plotted on top of the experimental results. Figure 6.23 to 6.27 shows 
FEA and experimental results for specimens with tear-out failures. Both curves from 
FEA matched well with the experimental data in terms of maximum strength value and 
stiffness. Table 6.4 summarizes the strength of connections from the experimental 






?@A , were calculated. 
8>Dfgjk
8>
?@A  ranges from 
0.96 to 1.08 and 8>
Dfgjn
8>
?@A  ranges from 0.92 to 1.08. Figure 6.28 to 6.32 shows FEA and 
experimental results for specimens with bolt shear failures. The maximum strength 
predicted by FEA do not match well with the experimental data. The reason could be: it 
was assumed that threads were included on the two shear planes in FEA but some of the 
specimens might not have threads on both of the shear planes; the material model for the 
bolts could not represent the actual properties. In general, the shapes of curves from FEA 










Figure 6.23: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with plate 
bearing failure for Specimen t09e30-AT (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.24: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with plate 













































Figure 6.25: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with plate 
bearing failure for Specimen t09e50-AT (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.26: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with plate 













































Figure 6.27: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with plate 
bearing failure for Specimen t19e30-AT (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 


























t09e30-AT 164 165 171 1.00 1.04 
t09e30-T500 106 107 114 1.01 1.08 
t09e50-AT 260 251 255 0.96 0.98 
t09e50-T400 226 245 209 1.08 0.92 

























Figure 6.28: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with bolt 
shear failure for Specimen t09e50-T500 (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.29: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with bolt 















































Figure 6.30: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with bolt 
shear failure for Specimen t19e50-AT (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 6.31: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with bolt 















































Figure 6.32: Comparison between experimental and FEA results for specimens with bolt 
shear failure for Specimen t19e50-T500 (Hirashima et al., 2014) 
 
6.3 Summary of Benchmarking Analysis 
3D FEA models were developed to model single-bolted lap joints at elevated 
temperatures. The FEA results were compared with experimental results from the plate 
bearing tests to benchmark the models. Additional experimental data from Hirashima’s 
double-splice joint tests (Hirashima et al., 2014) were used to further benchmark the FEA 
models.  
Overall, the FEA models were capable of predicting the behavior of bolted 
connections with plate bearing failure. The predicted load-displacement curves for 
specimens with plate bearing failure closely matched the experimental results. The FEA 




























CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION OF COMPONENT-BASED MODEL FOR BOLT SHEAR 
AND PLATE BEARING COMPONENTS 
This chapter focuses on Sarraj’s component-based models for the bolt shear and plate 
bearing components (Sarraj, 2007) that can be used to predict the behavior of shear-tab 
connections at elevated temperatures. The mathematical model for each component can 
be used to determine its load-displacement relationship (e.g. bolt shear and plate bearing). 
The chapter is subdivided into the following sections: 
• Section 7.1 introduces the basic theories used to develop the component-based 
model of a shear-tab connection. 
• Section 7.2 discusses the Sarraj’s bolt shear component model (Sarraj, 2007). 
Modifications are proposed to obtain better fit with the experimental data from 
bolt shear tests. 
• Section 7.3 discusses the Sarraj’s c plate bearing component model (Sarraj, 2007). 
Modifications are proposed to obtain better fit with the benchmarked FEA results 
from plate bearing tests. 
 
7.1 Component-Based Model of Shear-Tab Connection 
In a component-based model, a single bolted lap joint can be represented by three 
springs in series. Figure 7.1 shows a detailed drawing and a schematic diagram of a 
spring model for a single-bolted lap joint. These springs represent the bearing behavior of 
the two plates and shear behavior of the bolt. The load versus displacement relationship 
for each spring is calculated based on Sarraj’s mathematical model for bolt shear or plate 




Figure 7.1: Detailed and schematic drawing of spring model for single-bolted lap joint 
 
7.2 Bolt Shear Component 
Sarraj (2007) proposed a bolt shear component model at elevated temperature. 
The model was recreated in Appendix C for convenience. The shear deformation was 
defined by taking the difference between the displacement of certain nodes on the bolt 
center line as shown in Figure 7.2. The load versus shear deformation behavior follows 
Sarraj’s equation until the maximum shear force is reached. At that point, the shear force 
maintains at the maximum level until the shear deformation equals to half diameter of the 
bolt. Then the load linearly decreases so that it reaches zero when the shear deformation 
equals to one diameter of the bolt. 
 




7.2.1 Comparison between FEA Results and Sarraj’s Bolt Shear Component 
Model 
Sarraj used shear retention factors from EC3 (CEN, 2005) in his bolt shear 
component model. It is important to highlight that the shear displacement from the 
experimental results in the bolt shear tests was taken as the difference between the 
displacement measurements of the two ends of the bolt as shown in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.4 
shows the comparison between experimental results from the four bolt shear tests and the 
predictions using Sarraj’s bolt shear component model (Sarraj, 2007). From Chapter 5, it 
was observed that the bolt shear retention factors from the bolt shear tests matched better 
with retention factors from the AISC 360-16 Specification (2016). Figure 7.5 shows the 
comparison between experimental results and the predictions from the bolt shear 
component model with shear retention factors from the AISC 360-16 Specification 
(2016). It can be observed that the bolt shear component model with retention factors 
from the AISC 360-16 Specification (2016) have better predictions for the shear strength 
than predictions using Sarraj’ original bolt shear component model (Sarraj, 2007). From 
Figure 7.5, it can be observed that the stiffness from the bolt shear component model was 
higher than that from experimental results at all the temperatures.  
 




Figure 7.4: Comparison between experimental results and component models 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Comparison between experimental results and component models with 





















































7.3 Plate Bearing Component 
Sarraj (2007) proposed a plate bearing component model at elevated temperatures. 
The model was recreated in Appendix C for convenience. It should be noted that the FEA 
models Sarraj processed consisted of one plate and one bolt and there was no out-of-
plane behavior in the analyses. The bearing deformation was defined as the bolt hole 
elongation in Sarraj’s study. In this study, out-of-plane behavior existed in a single lap 
joint and the plate bearing deformation was calculated by taking the displacement 
difference between the two points on outside surface of the plate as shown in Figure 7.6.  
Agarwal (2011) modified the post-peak region of the model. The bearing force 
versus bearing deformation behavior follows Sarraj’s equation (Sarraj, 2007) until 
maximum bearing force is reached. After that, the bearing force maintains at the 
maximum level until the bearing deformation equals to half diameter of the bolt. Then the 
load linearly decreases so that it reaches zero when the bearing deformation equals to one 
diameter of the bolt. The experimental results in Table 4.2 indicated that the plate bearing 
deformation could reach one diameter of the bolt or even more before the load started 
dropping at 400 °C and 600 °C. The purpose of the experimental testing series developed 
and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 was to verify the post-peak behavior modification 
made by Agarwal (2011). The comparison between the experimental results and 





Figure 7.6: Plate bearing deformation definition (bolt is not shown) 
 
7.3.1 Comparison between Results from Finite Element Analysis and Sarraj’s              
Plate Bearing Component Model 
FEA models of specimens for plate bearing tests and for specimens from 
Hirashima’s test program were benchmarked in Chapter 6. As shown in Chapter 6, they 
matched well with the experimental results. Results from the FEA were used to compare 
with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model (Sarraj, 2007). 
Sarraj uses EC3 reduction factors for tensile strength of steel at high temperatures 
in the plate bearing component model (Sarraj, 2007). As mentioned in Chapter 5, NIST 
reduction factors for tensile strength of steel at high temperatures (Luecke et al., 2011) 
were used. To make a comparison, Sarraj’s original model (Sarraj, 2007) with EC3’s 
reduction factors, and Sarraj’s modified model with NIST’s reduction factors were 
plotted on top of results from FEA for the control specimen and Specimen 1 to 5. For 
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convenience, Sarraj’s model with EC3’s reduction factors (Sarraj, 2007) was named as 
“Sarraj-original” in the legend of plots and Sarraj’s model with NIST’s reduction factors 
was named as “Sarraj-NIST” in the legend of plots. Figure 7.7 shows the comparison.  
 
 



























Figure 7.8: Comparison between Sarraj’s model and FEA results for Specimen 1 
 
 













































Figure 7.10: Comparison between Sarraj’s model and FEA results for Specimen 3 
 
 















































Figure 7.12: Comparison between Sarraj’s model and FEA results for Specimen 5 
 
7.3.2 Adjustment of Sarraj’s Plate Bearing Component Model 
The comparisons of FEA results with experimental results are shown from 
Figures 7.7 to 7.12. These comparisons indicate that Sarraj’s model with EC3’s reduction 
factors (Sarraj, 2007) always underestimates the final strength by about 25% at 400°C 
and 20% at 600°C. Sarraj’s model with NIST reduction factor predicts the final strength 
well at 400°C within a difference of 5% and overestimates the final strength at 600°C by 
11%. So reduction factors from NIST (Luecke et al., 2011) were used for further 
comparisons between results from FEA and Sarraj’s model. It can be observed that 
Sarraj’s model presents a more ductile behavior than that of FEA results.  
Sarraj’s plate bearing component model has three curve-fitting parameters: Ω, ψ 
and φ (Sarraj, 2007). Ω controls the stiffness of the load-displacement curve. ψ controls 
both the stiffness and strength of the load-displacement curve. φ controls the ductility of 
the load-displacement curve. Curve-fitting parameters for ambient temperature, 400°C 
and 600°C were modified to get a better fit with FEA results. Table 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show 






















600°C respectively. Sarraj’s curves with the new curve-fitting parameters were plotted on 
top of “Sarraj-NIST” curves and FEA results as shown from Figure 7.13 to Figure 7.18. 
For convenience, Sarraj’s model with NIST reduction factors was named as “Sarraj-
modified” in the legend of plots. 
 
Table 7.1: Curve-fitting parameters at ambient temperature 
  
Ω ψ φ 
Original 145 2.1 0.012 
Modified 300 2 0.005 
 
Table 7.2: Curve-fitting parameters at 400°C 
  
Ω ψ φ 
Original 170 2 0.008 
Modified 300 1.93 0.005 
 
Table 7.3: Curve-fitting parameters at 600°C 
  
Ω ψ φ 
Original 80 2 0.008 
































































































































































7.4 Summary of Component-Based Model Study 
This chapter discussed Sarraj’s component-based models for the bolt shear and 
plate bearing components (Sarraj, 2007). Replacing the EC3 bolt shear retention factors 
(CEN, 2005) with the retention factors from the AISC 360-16 Specification (2016) in 
Sarraj’s bolt shear component model gives better predictions for bolt shear strength at 
400°C and 600°C. Replacing the EC3 reduction factors for tensile strength of steel (CEN, 
2005) with NIST reduction factors for tensile strength of steel (Luecke et al., 2011) in 
Sarraj’s plate bearing component model gives better predictions for plate bearing strength 
at 400°C and 600°C. New curve-fitting parameters were proposed for Sarraj’s plate 







CHAPTER 8. PARAMETRIC STUDY 
This chapter presents the parametric studies that were conducted to investigate the effect 
of critical parameters on the behavior of single-bolted lap joints at elevated temperatures. 
The benchmarked FEA modeling techniques from Chapter 5 were used in the parametric 
studies. This chapter is subdivided into the following sections: 
• Section 8.1 presents the purpose of the parametric studies and the development of 
the test matrix. 
• Section 8.2 discusses the methodology and approach for conducting this 
parametric study. 
• Section 8.3 presents load versus plate bearing deformation plots from results of 
this parametric study and discusses observations from the results. 
• Section 8.4 presents comparisons between FEA results from this parametric study 
and predictions from the modified Sarraj’s plate bearing component model from 
Section 7.3.2. New curve-fitting parameters for 100°C, 200°C, 300°C and 500°C 
are proposed for Sarraj’s plate bearing component model (Sarraj, 2007). 
 
8.1 Purpose of Parametric Study and Model Design 
8.1.1 Purpose of Parametric Study 
Using finite element analysis (FEA) models is more cost-efficient and time-
efficient compared with conducting experimental tests. It allows for an effective and 
efficient method or examining structural behavior of connections. The benchmarked FEA 
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models that predicted test results with reasonable accuracy are used in this parametric 
study. The purpose of this parametric study was to study the effect of vertical edge 
distance, bolt size, plate thickness, loading angle and temperature on the behavior of a 
single-bolted lap joint.  
 
8.1.2 Model Design for Parametric Study 
The parametric study consisted of twenty eight FEA models of a single-bolted lap 
joint. Each model consisted of two A36 plates and one A325 bolt. The standard size of 
the bolt hole as per AISC 360-10 Specification (2016) was used. The width of the plate 
was 4.5 inches for all the models. The threads were considered to be excluded on the 
shear plane in order to achieve plate bearing failures. The strength of test specimens was 
calculated as per AISC 360-10 Specification (2016). It was made sure that either the bolt 
shear strength or plate bearing strength was the controlling failure mode. 
Models were grouped based on the parameter that was investigated, as shown in 
Table 8.1. 400 °C and 600°C were used except the group in which temperature was the 
parameter. Minimum edge distances were used as per AISC 360-10 Specification (2016) 
in all the groups except the group with the edge distance as the parameter. The parameter 
that was studied was the only one varying one while others kept constant, except for the 
group in which bolt diameter was the targeted parameter. In that group, the minimum 



































1 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 400 bearing 
2 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 600 bearing 
3 28.6 1.5db 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 400 bearing 
4 28.6 1.5db 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 600 bearing 
5 38.1 2.0db 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 400 shear 
6 38.1 2.0db 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 600 shear 
7 47.6 2.5db 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 400 shear 
8 47.6 2.5db 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 600 shear 
    
 
              
9 25.4 Minimum 9.53 19 0 A325 A36 400 bearing 
10 25.4 Minimum 9.53 19 0 A325 A36 600 bearing 
11 28.6 Minimum 9.53 22 0 A325 A36 400 bearing 
12 28.6 Minimum 9.53 22 0 A325 A36 600 bearing 
13 31.8 Minimum 9.53 25.4 0 A325 A36 400 bearing 
14 31.8 Minimum 9.53 25.4 0 A325 A36 600 bearing 
    
 
              
15 25.4 Minimum 12.7 19 0 A325 A36 400 bearing 
16 25.4 Minimum 12.7 19 0 A325 A36 600 shear 
    
 
              
17 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 10 A325 A36 400 bearing 
18 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 30 A325 A36 400 bearing 







Table 8.1 continued 
20 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 10 A325 A36 600 bearing 
21 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 30 A325 A36 600 bearing 
22 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 180 A325 A36 600 shear 
      
 
            
23 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 100 bearing 
24 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 200 bearing 
25 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 300 bearing 
26 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 500 bearing 
27 25.4 Minimum 6.35 19 0 A325 A36 700 bearing 













8.2 Finite Element Model 
The modeling techniques from Chapter 5 were used. Nominal strengths from the 
AISC 360-10 Specification (2016) were used for the mechanical properties of plates and 
bolts. The yield strength and tensile strength for plates were 248MPa (36ksi) and 400MPa 
(58ksi) respectively. The yield strength and tensile strength for bolts were 634MPa (92ksi) 
and 827MPa (120ksi) respectively. The modified NIST steel stress-strain relationship at 
elevated temperatures developed in Section 5.1.1 was used for A36 steel plates. Perfect 
plastic behavior was assumed after the material reached its tensile stress with NIST’s 
reduction factor (Luecke et al., 2011). The final strain value where the perfect plastic 
behavior ended was 0.25 for models at 400°C and 0.60 for models at 600°C. NIST’s 
stress-strain relationship (Seif et al., 2014) was used for the bolts. The final strain value 
where the stress-strain curve ended was 0.20 for models at 400°C and 0.60 for models at 
600°C. 
Due to lack of experimental data at 100°C, 200°C, 300°C, 500°C, 700°C and 
800°C, assumptions were made to obtain final strains for these temperatures. Final strains 
for 100°C, 200°C and 300°C were obtained from linear interpolations between final 
strains at ambient temperature and 400°C.  Final strains for 500°C were obtained from 
linear interpolations between final strains at 400°C and 600°C. Final strains for 500°C 
and 800°C were assumed to be the same as the final strain at 600°C. Those assumptions 
were used for both A36 steel plates and A325 bolts. Those final strains are summarized in 
Table 8.2. It should be noted that the way to apply NIST’s bolt stress-strain relationship 
(Seif et al., 2014) was demonstrated to give good predictions for the shear strength of the 
bolt at ambient temperature and 400°C but tend to underestimate the strength of the bolt 






Table 8.2: Summary of final strains from ambient temperature to 800°C 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Final Strain for A36 Steel Plates 
(mm/mm) 
Final Strain for A325 Bolts 
(mm/mm) 
20 0.35 0.20 
100 0.33 0.20 
200 0.3 0.20 
300 0.28 0.20 
400 0.25 0.20 
500 0.43 0.40 
600 0.60 0.60 
700 0.60 0.60 

















8.3 Discussion of Results from Parametric Study 
The focus of this parametric study was to obtain the plate bearing behavior from 
FE models. Load versus plate bearing deformation curves were plotted. The plate bearing 
deformation defined in Section 7.3.1 was used in the plots.  
 
8.3.1 Edge Distance 
Eight models were simulated in order to study the effect of the edge distance on 
the behavior of a single-bolted lap joint. It was demonstrated by Sarraj (Sarraj, 2007) that 
a plate with the edge distance larger than 3.0db would not affect the plate bearing strength. 
Four edge distances were studied: minimum edge distance which is 25.4mm, 1.5db, 2.0db, 
and 2.5db. Results from models at 400°C were plotted together as shown in Figure 8.1. 
Results from models at 600°C were plotted together as shown in Figure 8.2. (B) indicates 
the plate bearing failure and (S) indicates the bolt shear failure. (B, S) indicates that there 
was both a large plate bearing deformation and a bolt shear deformation. It can be 
observed that the strength of the joint increased as the edge distance increased at 400°C. 
Bolt shear failure occurred in the model with e=2.5db. An unexpected behavior occurred 
for the model with e=2.0db at 400°C as shown in Figure 8.3. The stress level of both the 
plates and the bolt reached its maximum level. Neither plate bearing nor bolt did shear 
failure occur. Instead, a large bolt rotation occurred and the bolt head and nut embedded 
into the plates. Afterwards, the load started to increase again because the bolt was mainly 
subjected to tension instead of shear. The failure mode started to change from plate 
bearing failure to bolt shear failure as the edge distance increased at 600°C. In the model 
with minimum edge distance at 600°C, plate bearing failure occurred. In the model with 
e=1.5db at 600°C, a large plate bearing deformation and a large bolt shear deformation 
were observed. In the model with e2.0db and e=2.5db at 600°C, bolt shear failure 
occurred. The plate bearing deformation when the bolt shear failure occurred decreased 





Figure 8.1: Results for study of effect of end distance at 400°C 
 
 

















































Figure 8.3: Unexpected behavior occurred in the model with e=2.0db at 400°C 
 
8.3.2 Bolt Diameter 
Six models were simulated in order to study the effect of the bolt diameter on the 
behavior of a single-bolted lap joint. Bolts with three different diameters were studied: 
19mm (0.75in), 22mm (0.875in) and 25.4mm (1in). It should be noted that the minimum 
edge distance as per AISC 360-10 Specification (2016) were used: 25.4mm, 28.6mm and 
31.8mm for these sizes of bolts, respectively. Results from models at 400°C were plotted 
together as shown in Figure 8.4. Results from models at 600°C were plotted together as 
shown in Figure 8.5. It can be observed that the strength of the joint increased as the bolt 
diameter increased at 400°C. The failure mode started to change from plate bearing 
failure to bolt shear failure as the bolt diameter decreased at 600°C. In the model with 
db=25.4mm at 600°C, there were both a large plate bearing deformation and a bolt shear 
deformation. In the model with db=19mm and db=22mm at 600°C, bolt shear failure 
occurred. The plate bearing deformation when the bolt shear failure occurred decreased 





Figure 8.4: Results for study of effect of bolt diameter at 400°C 
 
 















































8.3.3 Plate Thickness 
Six models were simulated in order to study the effect of the plate thickness on 
the behavior of a single bolted lap joint. Bolts with three different plate thicknesses were 
studied: 6.4mm (0.25in), 9.5mm (0.375in) and 12.7mm (0.5in). Results from models at 
400°C were plotted together as shown in Figure 8.6. Results from models at 600°C were 
plotted together as shown in Figure 8.7. It can be observed that the strength of the joint 
increased as the thickness increased at 400°C. By comparing results from models with 
t=6.4mm and t=9.5mm at 400°C, it can be observed that the failure load is proportional to 
the thickness of the plate. The failure mode started to change from plate bearing failure to 
bolt shear failure as the plate thickness increased at 600°C. In the model with t=6.4mm at 
600°C, bolt shear failure occurred. In the model with t=9.5mm and t=12.7mm at 600°C, 
bolt shear failure occurred. The plate bearing deformation when the bolt shear failure 
occurred decreased as the plate thickness increased at 600°C. 
 
 


























Figure 8.7: Results for study of effect of plate thickness at 600°C 
 
8.3.4 Angle of Loading 
Eight models were simulated in order to study the effect of the angle of loading 
on the behavior of a single bolted lap joint. Three angles were studied: 0°, 10°, 30° and 
180°. The angle of loading was defined as shown in Figure 8.8. The length of the plates 
in the model with 180° loading angle was changed to 83mm (3.25in) to avoid buckling of 
the plates in compression. Results from models at 400°C were plotted together as shown 
in Figure 8.9. Results from models at 600°C were plotted together as shown in Figure 
8.10. It can be observed that the strength of the joint does not have an obvious increased 
from 0° to 10° at both 400°C and 600°C. The strength of the joint decreased by 10% and 
15% as the bearing angle increased from 10° to 30° at 400°C and 600°C respectively. 

































Figure 8.9: Results for study of effect of angle of loading at 400°C 
 
 

















































Eight models were simulated from 100°C to 800°C in order to study the effect of 
temperature on the behavior of a single-bolted lap joint. Results were plotted together as 
shown in Figure 8.11. It can be observed that the strength of the joint decreased by about 
5% from 100°C to 200°C and it kept about the same strength value from 200°C to 300°C. 
However, the strength of the joint decreased significantly between 300°C and 800°C. The 
strength of the joint decreased by 16% from 300°C to 400°C. The strength of the joint 
decreased by 17% from 400°C to 500°C. The strength of the joint decreased by almost 50% 
from 500°C to 600°C. Bolt shear failures occurred at 700°C and 800°C. There was 
almost no plate bearing deformations at these two temperatures.  
 
 































8.4 Comparisons between FEA Results and Predictions from Modified Sarraj’s Plate 
bearing component model 
The FEA results from models with plate bearing failures were used to compare 
with the predictions from the modified plate bearing component model. The load versus 
plate bearing deformation curves from FEA results, prediction from the plate bearing 
component model with NIST reduction factors and prediction from the modified plate 
bearing component model were plotted together as shown in Figure 8.12. New curve-
fitting parameters for A36 steel plates at 100°C, 200°C, 300°C and 500°C were obtained 
based on FEA results from models at these temperatures (Model 23 to Model 26 as 
numbered in the test matrix shown in Table 8.1).  
Bolt shear failure occurred at 700°C and 800°C and there was very limited visible 
plastic plate bearing deformation, based on the models analyzed at these two 
temperatures. Load versus plate bearing deformation curves could not be obtained from 
these analyses. The behavior of the connections at these two temperatures also indicated 
that the load versus plate bearing deformation curves at these two temperatures would not 
be useful for engineers to evaluate the connection behavior. Therefore, no curve-fitting 
parameters were proposed at 700°C and 800°C. Table 8.2 shows Sarraj’s curve-fitting 
parameters (Sarraj, 2007) and Table 8.3 summarizes the new curve-fitting parameters 





Figure 8.12: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 
component model for Model 1 
 
 
Figure 8.13: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 












































Figure 8.14: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 
component model for Model 3 
 
 
Figure 8.15: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 













































Figure 8.16: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 
component model for Model 9 
 
 
Figure 8.17: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 









































Figure 8.18: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 
component model for Model 13 
 
 
Figure 8.19: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 










































Figure 8.20: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 
component model for Model 23 
 
 
Figure 8.21: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 














































Figure 8.22: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 
component model for Model 25 
 
 
Figure 8.23: Comparison of FEA results with Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
with NIST’s reduction factor (Sarraj, NIST) and modified Sarraj’s plate bearing 











































Table 8.3: Sarraj’s curve-fitting parameters (Sarraj, 2007) 
T (°C) e2 < 2db 
Ω ψ φ 
20 145 2.1 0.012 
100 180 2 0.008 
200 180 2 0.008 
300 180 2 0.008 
400 170 2 0.008 
500 130 2 0.008 
600 80 2 0.008 
 
Table 8.4: Proposed curve-fitting parameters 
T (°C) e2 < 2db 
Ω ψ φ 
20 300 2.0 0.005 
100 300 1.93 0.005 
200 300 1.93 0.005 
300 300 1.93 0.005 
400 300 1.93 0.005 
500 300 1.93 0.005 
600 300 1.55 0.003 
 
 
8.5 Summary of Parametric Studies 
This chapter presented the parametric studies conducted to evaluate effects of 
critical parameters on the behavior of single-bolted lap joints at elevated temperatures. 
The parameters included edge distance, bolt diameter, plate thickness, loading angle and 
temperature. The analyses were conducted at 400°C and 600°C except for the group in 
which temperature was the parameter. A general observation from the results from the 
parametric study was that the failure mode of a single-bolted lap joint tends to change 
from plate bearing failure to bolt shear failure at 600°C. Several conclusions can be 
drawn from the parametric study: 
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• The edge distance has a marked influence on the connection resistance of a 
single-bolted lap joint at 400°C when the edge distance is less than 2.0db. At 2.5db, 
increasing the edge distance shows no influence on the connection resistance at 
both 400°C and 600°C because bolt shear failure controls. 
• Increasing the bolt diameter of a single-bolted lap joint at 400°C increases the 
connection resistance and the plate bearing failure mode controls. Increasing the 
bolt diameter of a single-bolted lap joint at 600°C increases the connection 
resistance but bolt shear failure tends to control. 
• Connection resistance is proportional to the thickness of the plates when plate 
bearing failure controls. 
• Connection resistance decreases when the connection is loaded at an angle greater 
than 30° at both 400°C and 600°C. 
• Temperature has little effect on the connection resistance when it is below 300°C. 
The connection resistance decreases gradually from 400°C to 600°C. Bolt shear 
failure occurs at 700°C and 800°C and there is almost no strength left at these two 
temperatures. 
Results from the FEA models with plate bearing failure at 400°C and 600°C in 
this parametric study were compared with predictions from the modified Sarraj’s plate 
component bearing model with both the NIST reduction factors for tensile strength of 
steel (Luecke et al., 2011) and new curve-fitting parameters at these two temperatures. 
New curve-fitting parameters proposed based on results from models analyzed at other 





CHAPTER 9. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
9.1 Summary 
The purpose of this research is to examine the behavior of bolted joint and high 
strength bolts at elevated temperatures. Three types of experimental tests were conducted: 
(1) bolt thermal test, (2) bolt shear tests at 400°C and 600°C, and (3) plate bearing tests 
400°C and 600°C. FEA models were built to predict the behavior of a single-bolted lap 
joint at elevated temperatures. Parametric studies were conducted to study the effect of 
the edge distance, bolt diameter, plate thickness, angle of plate bearing and temperature 
on the behavior of a single-bolted lap joint. 
 
9.2 Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the research presented in this thesis. 
These conclusions will be helpful for engineers to analyze shear-tab connections at 
elevated temperatures. 
Based on the experimental results from the bolt thermal test, bolt shear tests and 
plate bearing tests, the following conclusions are drawn: 
• The assumption that the temperature along the bolt becomes uniform after 15 
minutes heating with constant temperature measured on the bolt head is not 
always true. 
• Bolt shear retention factors for A325 bolts at 400°C and 600° obtained from the 
bolt shear tests matched well with those from the AISC 360-16 Specification 
(2016). The shear behavior of the bolt was more ductile at 400°C and 600° than 
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that at ambient temperature. Plate bearing failure occurred in all the plate bearing 
tests performed at 400°C. The failure mode of the joint changed from plate 
bearing to bolt shear as the plate thickness increased and the temperature 
increased to 600°C. The bolt diameter affected the bearing strength of the joint at 
400°C but not apparent at 600°C. 
• The strength of the joint increased but the ductility of the joint decreased with a 
thicker plate at 400°C.  
Based on the numerical investigations conducted using FEA models on single-
bolted lap joints, the following conclusions are drawn: 
• Using EC3’s stress-strain relationship tends to underestimate the plate bearing 
strength at ambient temperature, 400°C, and 600°C. Using NIST’s stress-strain 
relationship gives a better prediction for the plate bearing strength at these 
temperatures. However a few modifications need to be applied: 
 A yield plateau is added to the engineering stress-strain curve at ambient 
temperature where the strain ranges from 0.2% to 2%. 
 The tensile strength of steel with NIST reduction factors is applied to the 
stress-strain relationship to determine the corresponding ultimate strain at 
each temperature level. The reduction factors for the tensile strength of steel 
are from the material model itself. 
 A plateau is added in the post-ultimate region and the final engineering strains 
were calibrated based on the experimental data. They are 0.35, 0.25 and 0.60 
for ambient temperature, 400°C and 600°C respectively. 
 
• Using NIST’s stress-strain relationship for high strength bolts gives good 
predictions for the shear strength of A325 bolts at ambient temperature and 400°C. 
However, this relationship underestimates the strength by about 13% to 20% at 
600°C. The relationship tends to overestimate the shear stiffness of the bolt. 
Based on the investigations on Sarraj’s component-based models of bolt shear and 
plate bearing components, the following conclusions are drawn: 
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• Sarraj’s plate bearing component model (Sarraj, 2007) uses reduction factors for 
yield and tensile strength of steel from EC3 (CEN, 2005) and it tends to 
underestimate the bearing strength of joints at ambient, 400°C, and 600°C. Using 
reduction factors for yield and tensile strength of steel from NIST (Luecke et al., 
2011) gives a better prediction on the bearing strength of joints at these 
temperatures. New curve-fitting parameters were proposed to apply to Sarraj’s 
plate bearing component model (Sarraj, 2007) to give a better prediction for the 
plate bearing behavior under elevated temperatures. 
• Sarraj’s bolt shear component model which uses bolt shear retention factors from 
EC3 (CEN, 2005) tends to underestimate the bolt shear strength of a A325 bolt at 
ambient and 400°C and 600°. Sarraj’s bolt shear component model with bolt shear 
retention factors from the AISC 360-10 Specification gives a better prediction for 
shear strength of A325 bolts at these temperatures. 
Based on the parametric study, the following conclusions are drawn: 
• The failure mode of single-bolted lap joints tends to change from plate bearing to 
bolt shear when temperature increases from 400°C to 600°C. 
• Increasing the edge distance, bolt diameter or plate thickness increases the 
connection resistance if plate bearing failure is the controlling failure mode.  
• At both 400°C and 600°, the connection resistance decreases when the connection 
is loaded at an angle greater than 30°. 
• Elevated temperature shows little influence on the resistance of a joint when 
temperature is below 300°C. The connection resistance decreases gradually as 
temperature increases gradually from 300°C to 600°C. Bolt shear failure occurs at 







9.2 Future Work 
Recommendations for future work include: 
• Further experimental tests can be conducted to study the effect of parameters such 
as the edge distance and angle of loading on the strength of single bolted lap 
joints at elevated temperatures. 
• A stress-strain relationship with better correlation to experimental testing at 
elevated temperatures for bolts is needed to predict the bolt shear behavior. 
• Development of fracture model to apply to FEA modeling of joints. This will 
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 In this appendix, the design and calculation of the ambient temperature specimen 
for bolt shear tests and its accessories are discussed. 
 
Introduction 
 In the ambient temperature test, two 1/2in thick and 4-1/2in wide ASTM A36 
(A36) plates will be used. One 3/4in A325 bolt will be tested. The accessories for this test 
will include two T-sections, one 1-1/2in thick and 4-1/2in wide A36 plate and twelve 
3/4in A325 bolts. 
 How the width of the plate was chosen: there are two 3/4" bolts designed at one 
end of the bearing plate. The horizontal distance between the two bolt should not be less 
than 2.25" considering constructability. The minimum edge distance of each hole is 1". 






























Geometric and Strength Properties 
A325N bolts will be tested. 
                    (diameter of the bolt) 
(cross section area of the bolt) 
               (shear strength of the bolt (thread included) AISC TableJ3.2)  
               (tensile strength of the bolt, AISC TableJ3.2)  
A36 steel will be used for the steel plates. 
                   (thickness of the plate) 
                (vertical edge distance) 
                       (width of the plate) 
                (yield strength of the plate, AISC Table 2-5) 





                         (number of shear planes) 
 
(The coefficient 1.1: Experimental results of the shear capacity of bolts is about 10% 
higher than the nominal strength given in the table. Since the tests are designed for shear 















Rnbearing1 min 1.2 Lc1⋅ t⋅ Fu⋅ 2.4 d⋅ t Fu⋅, ( ) 52 kip⋅=:=
Ag1 b t⋅ 2.5 in
2
⋅=:=
Pntg1 Fy Ag1⋅ 90 kip⋅=:=
















Pntn1 Fu Ae1⋅ 120 kip⋅=:=
 
Steel Plates Check 
Bearing Strength       (AISC J3.10) 
 
              (hole size) 
          (clear distance: between the edge of the hole and edge of 
the plate) 
          (bearing strength) 
 
Tension on the gross area   (AISC D2) 
 
                     (gross area) 
             (tensile yielding strength) 
 
Tension on the net area    (AISC D2) 
 
 (effective net area) 
            (tensile rupture strength) 
 
Block Shear (AISC J4.3) 
φ bs Rnbs⋅ 20 kip⋅=
φ bearing 0.75:=
φ bearing Rnbearing1⋅ 39 kip⋅=
φ tg 0.9:=
φ tg Pntg1⋅ 81 kip⋅=
φ tn 0.75:=
φ tn Pntn1⋅ 90 kip⋅=
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                              (gross area subjected to shear) 
 
      (net area subjected to shear) 
                 
            (net area subjected to tension) 




At the other end of the plate, (2) 0.75" A325 bolts will be used to connect the plate with 
angles. 
Bolt Shear   (AISC J3.6) 
 
         (bolt shear strength) 
 
Bearing Strength   (AISC J3.10) 
        (edge distance) 




Rnblock1 min 0.6 Fu⋅ Anv1⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant1⋅+ 0.6Fy Agv1⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant1⋅+, ( ) 81 kip⋅=:=
φ block Rnblock1⋅ 61 kip⋅=
φ bs 0.75=
φ bs Rnbs2⋅ 36 kip⋅=
(clear distance: between the edge of the hole and edge of the plate) 
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Ag2 b t⋅ 2.5 in
2
⋅=:=
Pntg2 Fy Ag2⋅ 90 kip⋅=:=
















Pntn2 Fu Ae2⋅ 94 kip⋅=:=




















               
 
 
Tension on the gross area   (AISC D2) 
 
               (gross area) 
       (tensile yielding strength) 
 
Tension on the net area   (AISC D2) 
 
         (effective net area) 
                        (tensile rupture strength) 
 
Block Shear (AISC J4.3) 
 
                     (gross area subjected to shear) 
          
  (net area subjected to shear) 
            (net area subjected to tension) 
φ bearing 0.75=
Rnbearing2 2 min 1.2 Lc2⋅ t⋅ Fu⋅ 2.4 d⋅ t Fu⋅, ( ) 76 kip⋅=:=
φ bearing Rnbearing2⋅ 57 kip⋅=
φ tg 0.9=
φ tg Pntg2⋅ 81 kip⋅=
φ tn 0.75=
φ tn Pntn2⋅ 71 kip⋅=
φ block 0.75=




























Rnbearinga 2 min 1.2 Lca⋅ ta⋅ Fu⋅ 2.4 d⋅ ta Fu⋅, ( ) 157 kip⋅=:=
φ bearing Rnbearinga⋅ 117 kip⋅=
Agva 2ta Leva( )⋅ 3 in2⋅=:=




Check of Angles' strength 
        (thickness of angles) 
Bearing Strength    (AISC J3.10) 
        (edge distance) 
          (spacing between the two bolts) 
 
     (hole size) 
      (clear distance: between the edge of the hole and edge of the 
plate)      




Block Shear (AISC J4.3) 
 
               (gross area subjected to shear) 
Ubs 1=
Rnblock2 min 0.6 Fu⋅ Anv2⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant2⋅+ 0.6Fy Agv2⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant2⋅+, ( ) 152 kip⋅=:=











4 Tb⋅ 2.5⋅ in
0.9 3.5⋅ in Fu⋅
0.74 in⋅=:=
     (net area subjected to shear) 
           (net area subjected to tension) 




Note: since the plate of T-section are much wider than the plate to be tested, tension 
check is unnecessary.  
Pry Action Check 
Four 0.75" A325 bolts on each T-section will be used to fix the T-section to the top or 
bottom beam.  
          (Required strength per bolt) 
Note: 4 indicate the number of bolts connecting the T-section to the beam. 
       (Required minimum thickness of plates of the T-section) 
 
0.75" thick plates are ok.  








































Rnblocka 2min 0.6 Fu⋅ Anva⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Anta⋅+ 0.6Fy Agva⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Anta⋅+, ( ) 847 kip⋅=:=




⋅ 0.625in( )2⋅ 8⋅ 0.9⋅ 199 kip⋅=
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Table A.1: Summary of parameters 
Parameter Value 
Plate Thickness (in) 0.5 
Grade of Steel A36 
Vertical Edge Distance (in) 2 
Bolt Diameter (in) 0.75 
Bolt Holt (in) 0.8125 
Plate Width (in) 4.5 
 
 
Table A.2: Summary of strength of the steel bolts and the plate 
 








Bolt Shear (Heated) 26 20
Bearing Check(End 1) 52 39
Tension-Gross Area (End 1) 90 81
Tension-Net Area (End 1) 120 90
Block Shear (End 1) 81 61
Bolt Shear (End 2) 48 36
Bearing Check (End 2) 76 57
Tension-Gross Area (End 2) 90 81
Tension-Net Area (End 2) 94 71








Bearing Check 157 117









The same anchorage system from the bolt shear tests will be used in the plate 
bearing tests. Since the maximum calculated failure load in the plate bearing tests  is 
smaller than the maximum calculated failure load in the bolt shear tests, strength check of 
the anchorage system is not needed.  
 
































1.2 Lc1⋅ t⋅ Fu⋅ 10.3 kip⋅=
Geometric and Strength Properties 
                        (diameter of the bolt) 
         (cross section area of the bolt) 
                      (shear strength of the bolt (thread excluded), AISC TableJ3.2)  
                       (tensile strength of the bolt, AISC TableJ3.2)  
                             (thickness of the plate) 
                         (vertical edge distance: minimum edge distance as per AISC) 
                             (width of the plate) 
                           (yield strength of the plate, AISC Table 2-5) 
                          (ultimate strength of the plate, AISC Table 2-5) 
Bolt Shear   (AISC J3.6) 
 
              (number of shear planes) 
 
 
Steel Plates Check 
Bearing Strength     (This failure mode is designed to control)    (AISC J3.10) 
 
              (hole size) 
          (clear distance) 
 





Rnbs ns Ab⋅ Fnv 25.6 kip⋅=:=
φ bs Rnbs⋅ 19 kip⋅=
φ bearing 0.75:=
2.4 d⋅ t Fu⋅ 26.1 kip⋅=
Rnbearing1 min 1.2 Lc1⋅ t⋅ Fu⋅ 2.4 d⋅ t Fu⋅, ( ) 10 kip⋅=:=
φ bearing Rnbearing1⋅ 8 kip⋅=
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Ag1 b t⋅ 1.1 in
2
⋅=:=
Pntg1 Fy Ag1⋅ 40.5 kip⋅=:=
















Pntn1 Fu Ae1⋅ 53 kip⋅=:=
























Tension on the gross area  (AISC D2) 
 
    (gross area) 
       (tensile yielding strength) 
 
Tension on the net area    (AISC D2) 
 
   (effective net area) 
                 (tensile rupture strength) 
 
Block Shear (AISC J4.3) 
 
     (gross area subjected to shear) 
      (net area subjected to shear) 
         
 (net area subjected to tension) 
 






φ tg Pntg1⋅ 36 kip⋅=
φ tn 0.75:=






















Rnblock1 min 0.6 Fu⋅ Anv1⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant1⋅+ 0.6Fy Agv1⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant1⋅+, ( ) 31 kip⋅=:=
φ block Rnblock1⋅ 23 kip⋅=
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Rnbearing2 2min 1.2 Lc2⋅ t⋅ Fu⋅ 2.4 d⋅ t Fu⋅, ( ) 38 kip⋅=:=
Ag2 b t⋅ 1.1 in
2
⋅=:=
Pntg2 Fy Ag2⋅ 40.5 kip⋅=:=
















Pntn2 Fu Ae2⋅ 40 kip⋅=:=
φ tn Pntn2⋅ 30 kip⋅=
The end of bearing plates connecting to T sections 
Bolt Shear (AISC J3.6) 
 
      (bolt shear strength) 
 
Bearing Strength (AISC J3.10) 
        (edge distance) 
      (spacing between the two bolts) 
 
      (clear distance) 
(total bearing strength) 
 
Tension on the gross area (AISC D2) 
 
              (gross area) 
    (tensile yielding strength) 
 
Tension on the net area (AISC D2) 
 
   (effective net area) 




φ bs Rnbs2⋅ 38 kip⋅=
φ bearing 0.8=
φ bearing Rnbearing2⋅ 29 kip⋅=
φ tg 0.9=




Agv2 t 2 Lev2( )⋅ 0.8 in2⋅=:=
Block Shear (AISC J4.3) 
 
      (gross area subjected to shear) 
  (net area subjected to shear) 
          (net area subjected to tension) 
 





















































Rnblock2 min 0.6 Fu⋅ Anv2⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant2⋅+ 0.6Fy Agv2⋅ Ubs Fu⋅ Ant2⋅+, ( ) 69 kip⋅=:=
φ block Rnblock2⋅ 52 kip⋅=
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Table B.1: Summary of Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Plate Thickness (in) 0.25 
Grade of Steel A36 
Vertical Edge Distance (in) 1 
Bolt Diameter (in) 0.75 
Bolt Holt (in) 0.8125 
Plate Width (in) 4.5 
 
 















Bolt Shear 26 19
Bearing Check(End 1) 10 8
Tension-Gross Area (End 1) 41 36
Tension-Net Area (End 1) 53 39
Block Shear (End 1) 31 23
Bolt Shear (End 2) 51 38
Bearing Check (End 2) 38 29
Tension-Gross Area (End 2) 41 36
Tension-Net Area (End 2) 40 30





Sarraj’s bolt shear component model 
The following table listed the symbol and unit for variables in Sarraj’s bolt shear 
component model (Sarraj, 2007). Tensile strength, elastic modulus and shear modulus are 
temperature-dependent. 
Table C.1: Symbols and units for variables in Sarraj’s bolt shear component model 
(Sarraj, 2007) 
Name  Symbol  Unit 
Shear force R kN 
Bolt shear deformation ∆ mm 
Tensile strength of bolt Fu,b MPa 
Cross section area of bolt shank A mm2 
Parameter that defines the curve sharpness n = 6 N/A 
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 N/A 
Elastic modulus E MPa 
Shear modulus G MPa 
Shear correction factor k = 0.15 N/A 
Bolt shear strength Rv,Rd kN 
Bolt shear retention factor RFf,v,b N/A 
 
























The values of the curve-fitting parameter are given in the following table: 
Table C.2: Curve-fitting parameters 























Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
The following table listed the symbol and unit for variables in Sarraj’s model 
(Sarraj, 2007). Yield strength is temperature-dependent. 
Table C.3: Symbols and units for variables in Sarraj’s plate bearing component model 
(Sarraj, 2007) 
Name Symbol Unit 
Bearing force R kN 
Plate bearing deformation ∆ mm 
Bolt diameter db mm 
Plate thickness t mm 
Vertical end distance e2 mm 
Yield strength Fy MPa 
Ultimate strength Fu MPa 
Elastic modulus E MPa 
Shear modulus G MPa 
Steel correction factor β (for typical steel taken as 1)  N/A 
 













×  ×  × + 
C.7 
 
Ki is the bearing stiffness of the plate which consists of three components: 
Bearing stiffness: Kbr = Ω t Fy (d/25.4)0.8 C.5 
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Bending stiffness: Kb = 32 E t (e2 / db – 0.5)3 C.6 














The curve-fitting parameters are given in the following table: 
Table C.4: Curve-fitting parameters 
T 
(°C) 
e2 < 2db e2 > 3db & db<20 e2 > 3db & db = 24 
Ω ψ φ Ω ψ φ Ω ψ φ 
20 145 2.1 0.012 250 1.7 0.008 250 1.7 0.011 
100 180 2 0.008 220 1.7 0.008 250 1.7 0.011 
200 180 2 0.008 220 1.7 0.008 250 1.7 0.011 
300 180 2 0.008 220 1.7 0.008 250 1.7 0.011 
400 170 2 0.008 200 1.7 0.008 200 1.7 0.009 
500 130 2 0.008 170 1.7 0.008 170 1.7 0.007 
600 80 2 0.008 110 1.7 0.008 110 1.7 0.0055 
700 45 2 0.008 40 1.7 0.007 40 1.7 0.0055 
800 20 1.8 0.008 20 1.7 0.007 20 1.7 0.001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
